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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
D ATE:

To:

All Members A/~Faculty

FRoM:

John N. D u r ~ c r e t a r y

SuR1F.cr:

April 13 Meeting of University Faculty

-

April 2, 1976

This is to inform you that the next faculty meeting will be
held on Tuesday, April 13 2.!: 3: 00 .f .M. i!!. ~ Ki va.
The agenda, which you should hopefully receive by the end of
next week, will include several important items, among them
the election of Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee members
for 1976-77 and a proposed revision of standing committees,
among them the Student Standards Committee, discussion on the
latter having been tabled at the March meeting.
JND:ab
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 1, 1976
TO: All Members of the Faculty
FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

April Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, April 13, at 3:00 .E.·!!l· i n ~ Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
(Minutes attached)

op.1-3)

1.

Summarized minutes of meeting of March 9.

pp.4-6)

2.

Election of 5 regular members (for 2-year terms) and 5
alternates (for l~year terms) to the 1976-77 Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee. The following valid nominations were
made at the March 9 meeting (and, in this connection, please
see the brief biographical sketches attached.) A ballot
will be distributed for completion at the meeting.
Anderson (Arch.)
Bock (Anthro. )
Coates (Journ.)
Cordell (Anthro.)
Estes (HPER)
George (Art)
Goldberg (Law)
Goodman (Phil.)

Harris (Ed. Fnds.)
Koenig (Psychi. & Psychol.)
Koopmans (Math. & Stat.)
Mackey (Gen. Lib.)
Peters (B&AS)
Rhodes (Psycho!. & Neur.)
Roebuck (Hist.)

3.

Progress report on Computing and Information Science Committee,
Graduate School-Business and Administrative Sciences Committee,
and Task Force on Program Development -- Professor Thorson.

,P,7-13)

4.

Revision of Student Standards Committee currently on the
table -- Professor Roebuck.
(Statement attached.)

• ,14)

5.

Proposed change relative to Athletic council charge on
page 125 of Faculty Handbook -- Professor Thorson. (Statement

l>P ,15-21) 6.

7.

attached.)
Committee revisions -- Professor Thorson.

(Statement attached.)

The Policy committee, at the request of a number of concerned
faculty members, is requesting that the Equal Employm7nt
Opportunity Officer and the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee make a brief I informative presentation concerning' the
'
Affirmative Action Plan. As the agenda goes to press, it is
not known if the presentation will be available.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
April 13 , 1976
(Summarized Minutes)
The April 13 , 1976 , meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order at 3 : 10 p . m ., in the Kiva , by President Davis , with a
quorum present .
Professor Hamilton made an announcement concerning the Facult y
Show , the purpose of which is to raise funds for the President ial
Scholarships .
The summarized minutes of the meeting of March 9 were approved as
submitted .
The following elections were made to the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee : for two-year terms as regular members (1976 - 78)--Pro fessors
Bock , Goodman , Harris , Peters , and Roebuck; as alternates for 1976- 77
--Professors Richard Anderson , Goldberg , Koopmans , Mackey, and Rhodes .
Professor Thorson reported briefly on the progress of three conunitt ees
- - the Compu ting and Information Science Committee, the Graduate
School-Business and Administrative Sciences Committee, and t h e Task
Force on Program Development .
The Faculty approved a motion by Professor Roebuck, chairperson of
the Ac ademic Freedom and Tenure Committee , to remove from the table
the matter considered at the March 9 meeting relative to a portion
of the proposed new ASUNM Constitution . Professor Roebuck then
recommended that the amendment presented at the March 9 meeting by
Mr . Wilson , the motion for the amendment being made by vice Preside~t
Lavender, be defeated .
(NOTE: The amendment called for the fo llowing
wording of bra~keted material on page 33 of the original propo sal .
which appeared in the March 9 agenda materials:
Sketi±el eke }lleaaeffl3:e
F~eeaeffl aRa ~eRti~e €efflffi~~~ee £~Ra ~R £aye~ e£ ~fie eem~±a~RaR~, ~Re
ffla~~e~ W~±± Be ~efflaRaea ee ~fie S~ttaeRe S~aRaa~a5 aRa 6~~evaRee
€eHUR~~~ee ~e~ £ti~~ke~ eeRe~ae~a~ieR iR ~ke ±i~ke e£ eke €~Rai~~e e i
efie Aeaaeffl%e F~eeaeffl aRa ~eRti~e €eHrERieeee
In matters involving
grading , the Student Standards and Grievance committee w~±± Re€ . . e
5\:il3e~i~a~e ~~e 1aaE!JlReRe £e~ ~kae ei ~ke ~~e£eeee~ aRa wf±± ee ±~ffl~ee
~e ae~e~~RfR~ wke~ae~ ~m~~e~e~
eeRe~aeFa~ieRe eR~e~ea ~R~e €Re ·t t e
~
~~aaiR~ ~Feeeee may nullify the grade by the Professor or subs ti u
th 7 grade of credit 'C~ . ' The final disposition of the student
i ttee ,
Grievance shall rest with the Student standards and Grievance c omm
This proposed amendment was defeated .
tion
Professor Roebuck , for the AF&T Committee, then moved t he adoP 7
of an amen<:1ment to page 32 of the original proposal, noted on page
of the April 13 agenda materials , the amende d wording t o read as
follows :
"In cases involving a student grievance against a fac ultY
11

0

or staff member, the committee may erae~ recommend to the President
appropriate redress of the grievance upon showing o fclear and
convincing evidence that improper considerations were involved, and,
fijf'4: Ref, may e:h~e t:Re €ael:l:l:=ey meH'IJ9er =ee -i:Re Aeaaem:i:e F:l!."eeaem aRa
~eR~f'e €elRlR:i:=e=eee £er ae=eiea, er e~=ee =eRe e=ea§f melRbe~ in addition ,
may refer the matter to the President of the Universit~for further
action ." Z If a faculty member is invo 1 ved, "further action" ,ey
the Pre~ident may range from vindication of the faculty member to
! decision .Q.!! the part of the President to pursue termination proceedings as set forth in Section 8 of the Policy on Academic Freedom
and Tenure. In the case that the President should invoke some nontermination penalty, the facul~member may have recourse to Section
15(~) of the Policy as is the case at all timesoJ
The above amendment was adopted by the Faculty.
Professor Roebuck then moved that 412(c) of the original pro posal be amended to read as follows: "Hearing panels will consist
of e:i:H four members of the committee, =eRree two faculty and ~R~ e
~ students, their names drawn by lot by the Dean of Students in
t~e .presence of two disinterested members of the faculty and of two
disinterested students. These four members shall then select a fifth
member of the panel. That member may be drawn from anywhere within
~ University cornrnunity, not necessarily from the pool , but may not
~ drawn from outside the University cornrnuni ty.
The fifth member
sha~l be a full voting member of the panel and have the ~ rights ,
d~tie s, and responsibilities as the members drawn 12.Y lot . Each panel
w7ll elect its chairperson from among its membership. Members may
disqualify themselves. If challe~ged, a member may be disqualified
by the Dean of Students.
A ~~erffiR ei t:Re paRe± w4±:l: eeae:i:e
€ i:i:Ye
meIMe~s aaa a ma1e~-3:~Y ve~e '3:S re~~irea •
. This amendment was also approved by the Faculty, and then , UJ.X>n
motion by Dr. Lavender, the policy as above twice amended was unanimous ly
approved.
~rn the recommendation of Professor Thorson, for the Policy COnunittee,
Ste Faculty approved a proposed change in the Athletic Council's
hateme~t of Responsibility on page 125 of the Faculty Handbook . The
c ange is outlined on page 14 of the April 13 agenda materials .
:ro~essor Thorson, on behalf of the Policy Committee , proJ.X>sed a
~rie~ of revisions in functions and/or membership of the following
~ and7ng committees as detailed in the agenda materials : Athletic
Co un~il, Campus Pla:ining cornrnittee, campus Safety Committee (abolished),
C nt7nuing Education cornrnittee, curricula Committee , Entrance and
~ed7ts Committee (name also changed to Adrni~sions and Registrati~n
t·rnmittee), Graduate committee Library corranittee , New Student orientaCommittE~e (abolis hed) , Poiicy co~ittee ~abolishe~ by earlier
Adnu.on~ , Registration committee (abolished , with fun~tions a 7surned by
Reti:sions and Registration committee ) , Resea 7ch Pol 7cy Conunittee,
lii
ement and Insurance committee, scholarships, Prizes, Loans , and
ingh School Relations committee, student Stan~ards Cornrnitte 7 (discussed
anothe r part of this meeting), and University Press Committee .
SUb .All of the recornrnended revisions were approved by the Faculty as
In1.tted , with the following exceptions: "Physics II changed to "Physical "

a~~f

-~in last line of Campus Planning Comrni ttee functions; the membership
change in Continuing Education Comrnittee was withdrawn for further
study; in the membership of Admissions and Registration Comrnittee as
well as other conuni ttee membership listings, change "nominated by
the Policy Conunittee" to "nominated by the Faculty Senate"; the
proposed statement on the Graduate Comrnittee was tabled for further
study, i.e., remanded to the Policy Committee for transmission to the
Senate .
The report by Ms. Woo liver on Affirmation Action was deferred at her
request until the May meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

John N. ourrie, Secretary

t ·, ,<
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II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
3, 1976
To :

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

rsity Faculty
FACULTY MEETING
April 13, 1976

Following is the list of no i
tions of faculty representatives
of University Standing Cor:1rn· tees for 1976-77, as recommended by
the Faculty Policy Cornrni tt e w· h the approval of the President
and the Vice-President f
Acade ·c Affairs.
Changes in membership approved by the F ulty on Apr'
13 are incorporatec in the
list, and the Execut' e Committee no 'nees for the Institute for
Applied Research Se vices are also inc uded.
The Faculty-Sta
Directory, issued in
will show the
entire members ip of each committee, inclu 'ng students, administrative rep sentatives, and ex-officio mem
in cornrni ttee work is a ri ght and
v of individuals
of all r nks, and the faculty members who accept c • ,uni ttee membership a
expected to take an active part in the worK f the
tee or committees to which they are assigned.

The April 13, 1976, meeting of the University
Faculty convened in the Kiva at 3:10 p . m., and was
called to order by President Davis, with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT DAVIS

The meeting will please come to

order .
The Chair would like to recognize Professor
Hami lton for an announcement .
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
D VIS

May I have that podium, sir?

Yes, sir.

HAMILTON
As you undoubtedly know now , because you
have been getting a barrage of publicity on it and so on,
the Faculty here have -- ar e putting on a show to raise
money for merit scholarships .
A number o f t he cast happen to be in here now .
have Adams, and I see sir Harry, and I see one of the
stable hands, Harold Lavender, and the butler , Jack
Campbell .

We

It is composed of five sketches and playlets, tied
together on the theme h 1· ch you have seen, "It's a Man's
w
'l '
Rd
orld , or Is It?" On the twenty-first of Apri in. 0 ey
at eight o'clock.
There will be a gala grand opening for
ten dollars, and it's worth every bit of that, because.you
are giving money to s cholarshi ps .
But you are also going
to have a wonderful evening of entertainment , plus the .
chance to mingle with the star-studded cast at a reception
after that event.
there's a
.
Among other things you will get ~o see ,
but doing
city councillor not making an ass of himself,
an excellent job' as the boor in Chekov • s "The Boor".
V.
You will get to see sir Harry over here a~t as a
lctorian gentleman in the fashion as though he JUSt came
out of a Prince Albert can .

Facult
S how for
Presidentia
Scholarship
Funds

.. .
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You will see ,Jim Arnholtz, from "This
Earth," all kinds of animals, including a line in which
he says, "Now, keep the foxes away from the geese.''
He reestablishes and creates a second Eden here on
this earth, a second chance when things don't go quite
right.
We have finally put it all together . We have
been rehearsing separately, we had no idea exactly how it
was going to go .
We got to see the others, yours truly
is Mr . Prebole, and Mr. Prebole gets rid of his wife.
I
don't know whether Mr. Prebole is any good or not.
The
rest I have seen, I laughed , it was good. I was not aware
of the fact that the people that were playing it were
people that I knew.
The lines are good .

I urge you to buy tickets from your departmental
representative, or go over to the fine arts box office in
Popejoy Hall, or the north part of the campus you can get
them at the book store, north campus book store.
.
This is what we hope will be an annual event, the
first, and this is one that is fantastic; oh, fantastic.
Theater Arts and Fine Arts has strung itself within a
hundred percent.
Dean Adams has designed sets, we have
a . set also of musicians, we have a physicist who will
sing a song about which he has created himself, having
been with the Irish Rovers at one time, which is about
Bud Davis' duck pond.
Now , if that isn't enough to get you there, I
don't know what else I can do.

I just happen to have a bunch of tickets, so anyo~e that would like to get a ticket, or several, I hope,
right after this meeting, I will be there. You can pay
in cas,
h in check, American Express, anything.
.
DEAN ADAMS
To protect his life, one person he
fa~led to mention was Peter Prouse, who is directing all
this, and will punish you if you don't mention his name .
HAMILTON
together.
DAVIS

Oh, Peter Prouse put the whole thing

Thank you very much.

l . 1.14
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First item of business is approval of the minutes
of summarized March 9th.
Is there a motion to approve?
DEAN HUBER

Approval of
Minutes of
March 9
Meeting

So moved.

Been moved and seconded.
DAVIS
say "aye"; opposed.

All in favor

Motion are approved -- the minutes are approved,
excuse me.
Next item of business is the election of five
regular members for two-year terms , and five one-year
alternates, for the 1976-77 Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee. Following valid nominations, which are
listed , made at the March 9th meeting , and the ballot
will be distributed for completion here at the meeting.
I would like to turn the Chair over to John
Durrie.
MR. DURRIE
Jim, would you and Joe be passing
out the ballots while I go through this?
The reason for waiting is, you probably know, in
a preferential ballot, all ballots which are incompletely
or incorrectly marked must automatically be invalidated,
and I would like to respond here to some comments that I
have gotten through the mail about the ballot, for at
large senators .
Some people seem to think I devised the preferential ballot.
Thank God I didn't.
There are thirty-seven
nominees in the election for at large senator. As you
know, in a preferential ballot, each name has to be
marked. we have gotten about four hundred ballots thus
far, of which maybe sixty are invalid.
Our staff has spent approximately eighty to ninety
person hours on this so far, just tallying, and we are up
to probably just two-thirds of the way through.
I would hope that one of the things the Senate
might do when it convenes, is to find some easier way of
electing senators at large .
Back to this particular election, we have followed

Election of
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
committee

...
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the procedure of designating the top five persons in the
voting today as regular members with two-year terms, with
the next five being named alternates with one-year terms.
Unless the Faculty has some other suggestion for handling
this, this is the way we will proceed with this election.
Also, in the case of two nominees from one department, only the one with the top vote, of course, will be
included. In case you don't know some of the nominees
on the ballot, I would like to call your attention to the
biographical sketches on pages four to six of the agenda.
I would also like to note that since sending out
the agenda, Karl Koenig has withdrawn, so the ballot that
you have in front of you does not include Karl's name.
I have listed the present membership on the blackboard, and you will see that those whose terms carry over
for another year have -- are marked with an asterisk, and
those who are on the ballot today for reelection have an
11
X" in front of the names.
So, in filling out the ballots, please be sure to
follow the instructions at the bottom of the ballot page.
There are fourteen names on the list, so please indicate
~our preference by putting a number from "one" to
fourteen" in front of every name on the ballot: "one"
for your first choice, "two II for the second choice, and
so on all the way through "fourteen 11 •
.
Any ballot that comes back without all fourteen
indicated, will be invalidated.

w·

So, if you will proceed to mark your ball~t~, w~
ill collect them, and then we will send out notification
of the election as soon as we can tally them.
DAVIS

Question?

PROFESSOR GREEN
I was going to comment with
regard to what John said of the invalid ballots.
Wh
I heard many, many people say, "I just don't know
tho these people are that I am voting for." And one of
~ things I was glad to hear is that active steps are
being
t a k en to create a Faculty Club, because we JUS
· t h ave
t
o have a place where we can get to know one another.

447
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•

.l>Vf-..(<.. I e

~~

That's very true, John. And as I look at
these ballots, there will be possibly twenty shown that
people know, and then they are just alphabetical the rest
of the way, and it's not really a fair way to conduct a
ballot. But I think we really ought to consider some
other way, when we have a long group of names of people
who are not generally known.

1>A"iS
Now,

we will proceed to the next order of business,
a rep~t from Professor Thorson on Computing and
Information Science Corrunittee, Graduate School-Business
and Administrative Sciences Corrunittee, and Task Force on
Program Development.
DURRIE
As you are finished with the ballot,
please - - how do you want them? - - pass them up to this
end .
DAVIS
Why don't we, at the next pause in t he
order of business, we will have them all passed to the
end of the row. So, we will take about another five to
ten mi nutes to finish the ballots, and , meanwhile , we
wil l continue with the reports.
PROFESSOR THORSON

Thank you, Mr. President.

lc:l

. ;vl{ike to report on the progress of three corrunittees
which are currently at work, and whose reports will
ultimately come back to this body.
The first is the report, progress report,on t he
Computing and Information science corrunittee. This
committee was essentially established by faculty action in
~ecember of 1972 .
It was put together at the b~ginning
lt wa s as k ed to report back after the d.ivision
. .
of
~omputing Information Science had been operating as an
independent division for a period of three years.
That corrunittee has been meeting through the second
~:mester under the chairmanship 0 f profess~r Cleve Moler
Mathematics.
It has prepared a report which has been
~bmitted
·
·
to the academic vice-president.
The report d oes
requ·
En
.ire ~ome action on the part of the College of
thgineering.
I understand that it has now been ~laced on
e agenda of the College of Engineering for April 30th ,
So We
. e
th
are fairly sure that unless they ra d'ica11 y revis
at report, in which case we may have to continue the

Progress
Report on
Special
conunittees
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....

division beyond its expiration date on July 1st, that we
will be able to present a final report to the Faculty at
the May meeting.
The Graduate School-Business and Administrative
Sciences Committee: this committee was formed early -actually, not formed until early this last fall, under
the chairmanship of Dean Clinton Adams of the College of
Fine Arts.
They are in the process at the moment of completing
their final report, and I understand that we will be able
to have a report from that committee for the May meeting.
I hope so.

Thank you.
The Task Force of Program Development, as you may
notice, this was first mentioned last spring 1 at the last
meeting last spring.
The work started on it over the
summer, and then this fall the Task Force was actually
put together with a very complex and very far-reaching
charge.
That Task Force has been operating under the
~eadership of Dean Jane Kopp of the Graduate School, who
is also in the English Department. And that Task Force
feels that it has completed the first phase of its work
and expects to send a report to the general Faculty by
the end of this school year.
They do feel, however, that because of the breadth
of their charge, and the difficulty of the task which they
have been charged with, they will probably have to come
back to the Senate at the first meeting in the fall, or
earl Yin
· the fall semester with a comprehensive
·
repor t
and recommendation for the ' Senate to act on.
I am glad to respond to questions, but that's the
sum of my report on those committees·
DAVIS

Any questions?

Thank you.
Next item of business is revision of student
tandards Committee currently on the table. Like to
recog nize
·
Professor Roebuck.

8

student standards
and Grievance
cornrnittee
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/1..e.PROFESSOR ROEBUCK
Move to,{11ove the motion on the
new Student Constitution from the table, Mr. Chairman.

DAVIS

Been moved to remove the motion from the

table.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Seconded.

All in favor, say "aye".

Motion is removed from the table.
ROEBUCK
The two issues we discussed last time and
referred back to the corrunittee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure for consideration, were, first of all, the shortest
one first, the grading amendment, which I am sure you
recall was presented separately at the last general
Faculty meeting.
The Corrunittee was unanimous in its opposition to
this amendment, and urge the Faculty to reject that amendment. The necessity of protecting your rights ta grades
seems to be self-evident; we didn't think it was too necessary
to lecture you on why we should protect our right to
grade.
Second item concerns the role provided in the proposed Constitution for the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee.
The o_riginal version allows the Student
Standards and Gr~Corrunittee to cite faculty members
to

A.F.T.C. for action.

Most of the procedures available to this Corrunittee
are based on the assumption that the faculty member is
the complainant, and that it will -- mostly, the procedures available to us simply do not apply in this case.
In fact, the only valid procedure we have available for
use a gainst
·
·
t ion
·
f or
a faculty member is that o f termina
cause .
.

This procedure is set in motion by the president,
with the aid of the Faculty Advisory corrunittee, and its
referral to the president seems to be something that is
set procedure and not referred to the A.F.T.C.
Beyond this, we have no appropriate procedures
that f it
·
this sequence of operations.

i ..
•
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The Committee refused to allow itself to be turned
into a star chamber which evinces its procedure and
punishes for appropriate cases.
It also does not care for the idea of having
itself put in the position of being both grand jury and
trial jury, the situation in which it could find itself
meeting itself coming back, and which it could, for
example, find itself hearing cases against itself, in its
operations as grand jury.
This is obviously untenable, and we cannot allow
this situation to arise .
Hence, the proposal we made for amending the Student
Constitution .
Student grievance procedure would undoubtedly be more effective if it had access to a faculty
committee at the end of the process. The faculty committee, perhaps, something like the current Faculty Advisory
Cammi t tee.
This, I think, would require a new committee, and
that would require a good deal of discussion, and perhaps
we shouldn't get into it and delay the Student Constitution any further at this point, but who knows, you may
want to do that next year.
That, however, is not the point. Our immediate
concern was to change the wording of the motion to remove
the impossible situation in which this original motion
placed the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
The Committee is unanimously in favor of the
amendment on page seven of your agenda.
This amendment
meets all its objectives and on behalf of the Committee,
I would like t1move that'amendment be adopted as written.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

DAVIS
Been moved and seconded that the amendment
be adopted as writ ten.
Does this begin with line three seventy-three?
ROEBUCK

Yes, I believe so.

Yes.

...
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Where it says --

DAVIS
ROEBUCK
DAVIS

discussion, proceed.

I have another amendment later.
All right.

Discussion on the amendment.

Alan.
MR. WILSON
Specifically, on the amendment which
has been proposed, I think perhaps the best place to
start this, is try to explain what the goal of establishing this type of grievance procedure was, in the first
place.
And I recognize that the issue is not new, it's
been around for years, and I guess what I am reiterating
is the specific goal we have been working with for the
past year, specifically.
And that is, to provide the students with something
which doesn't exist in any form right now on campus, and
that is, a centralized grievance mechanism on campus, a
mechanism where they can go and if they can substantiate
whatever charge they have, whether it be against a staff
member, students' court, or faculty member, they can
receive redress.
The amendment beginning on page seven, line
not
number three seventy-three, to our perspective, is
within the purview of that intent.
.
What i t is doing, then, is taking the student
Grievance Committee and making it a recommending committee to the president.
Right now, the informal appeal
process that we have if it's against the faculty member,
we talk to the faculty
' member,and then we talk to the
department chair and then we talk to the dean, and then
Wet alk to the president.
'
So,
know, like
department
Ch
'
th:ir,
the

what we will do, if we were to go along, you
with this amendment, is, say that we go to the
chair or the faculty member, the department
'
dean, 1 a committee, and then the president.

An d

Committee has no authority whatsoever, except to
recomm end to the president.
And the president, what authority does the president

' .,

..

,
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have to supply any sort of a substantive redress to the
student? None, particularly in the case of a faculty
member.
You know, yeah, it seems to smooth up the mechanism,
it avoids A.F .T.C. -- which I agree with you, it should.
We should avoid A. F. T. C. , and I think we can take care of
that in another way, without totally circumventing the
intent of the creation of this committee.
And I think it would be -- well, you know, so, if
this one isn't adopted, we can discuss that. But it can
be done, we can still get the Faculty action if something
like that ever occurs, to the president, without circumventing the intent of the centralizing this grievance
procedure.

I think that's important.

So we would prefer that

you did not adopt this amendment.
DAVIS

Professor Green.

GREEN
I don't know what power you think the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee has. What power do
you think a faculty member has? They go through the same
sequence, and when the president is the one who acts, the
executive office -- and this is his responsibility, and,
unfortunately, there have been times when action has not
been taken that should have been taken. This, we cannot
be responsible for.
When a complaint comes to the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure and we go through the lengthy proceeding, our findi~gs are in the form of recommendations
Only. We do not have the power to pass sentence or judgment, either one.
So, what you are asking for the students, is more
than the Faculty has. So I think you are just wrong
there. I think that you are trying to make the university operate in a way that it does not.
One of the things I wanted to do here was say
PU~licly that I think Ernie Baughman has been right in the
Principles under which our committee should operate.
I
Want
t
.
.
"
O say, "Thank you for sticking to yo~ gum~ ,
b
~cause it is important that we do these things in the
right way.

•

3

.
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I do hope that we pass the Student Grievance
committee, because it's also important that there be this
place, some place, which is official, which has access to
the place where the action takes place; namely, the
president's office, or his Advisory Committee, which we
will recommend later •
So I hope that this will pass, also.
DAVIS
WILSON

Further discussion; rebuttal?
Could I respond briefly to that?

I agree with you that the A.F.T.C. doesn't have the
authority that, indeed, the president does. These are the
problems we are dealing with: no one has the authority,
and this is what we are trying to deal with -- now, please,
wait a minute.
I am trying to explain that we recognize
the mechanism, we recognize the environment that A.F.T.C.
works in, recognize the president's authority.
But, the president has the authority to take the
initiate action to the faculty member.
But that does not
address the question, "What about the student?"
When this Committee, through its hearing, has found
that inappropriate considerations were used in assigning a
grade, we get bogged down with that one issue. And that's
mostly my fault, and r apologize, but it's a good example.
So, we have a committee that's used inappropriate
considerations, but what can be done about it? The
president can initiate action against the faculty member.
He can call the dean or the department chair, and try to
~r~ng some sort of pressure in changing the grade, but
its still in the final decision of the faculty member,
and 'yet, we have created a committee that we have sai'd
has the authority, or the wisdom, or whatever, to determine
Whether inappropriate
·
.
·
·
considerations
were used •
So, what we are saying is, "Yeah, student, you got
screwed, but we can't do anything for you. Well, we will
get the faculty member the next year or two, but you don't

iet anything, your transcript says the same, or we might
eave an addendum to it. "
The authority doesn't exist, except in the individual

"

.

I •
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faculty member, and that's what we are trying to change.
Yes, we are trying to change the way the university works.
GREEN

May I reply?

DAVIS

Please do.

GREEN
The president does have authority. The
president does, and this cannot be questioned. This is
why he has the position, has the responsibility, has the
authority, and I hope he uses both of them very well.
The question of changing grades, though, is something I told you the other day, the Faculty simply is not
going to permit, because there is no other body that can
make the decision.
Also, I told you, I think it's going to be extremely
difficult for students to make that case. There are other
areas, though, that students do operate under unfavorable
circumstances, where it is very difficult for them to make
their grievances felt.
It seems to me that on the long haul, those areas
will be served well, and that they are more important.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

PROFESSOR COHEN

I want to make one comment.

I don't think it was finally determined under the
proposal that nothing whatsoever can be done about an
improper grade given under inappropriate conditions.
What we are obJ'ecting to, I think, the Faculty, is
re si·a·ing this authority in a particular committee which
.
we d on • t think has the competence to make its
·
f ina
· 1 JU
· d gment when a grade is in issue.
That
·t
d
h
the competence to determine
.
commi tee oes ave
at inappropriate considerations were present in the
awa ring
a· of the grade and may so recommend t o the
pre 81· d ent, who then conceivably,
'
could have set up a
mecha
·
'
· to
.
nism, peer groups, or qualified peop 1 e t o 1 oo k in
it to make a final determination of the grades.

th

But I see nothing in the language that would
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prohibit ultimate redress in a grading dispute, should it
be so determined that that is required.
DAVIS
ROEBUCK

Further discussion?

All right.

I have another amendment.

DAVIS
We should pass on this amendment before we
proceed to the other.
I think we should dispose of the
one we have.
ROEBUCK
I thought we were adding the amendments,
because we didn't proceed on the grades last time.
DAVIS

Beg your pardon?

ROEBUCK
We didn't proceed on the grading amendment last time, and that was hanging.
I thought we were
going to vote on the amendments as a group, at the end.
DAVIS
at
a time.
one

No, I think we should take the amendments

Damon, would you like -THORSON
Mr. President, I think Janet does have -is raising a point of order, and that is, we should dis~ose, probably, of Vice-President Lavender's motion, which
15 found on page thirteen, which was on the floor when the
whole business was tabled last time.
I think we proceed in a regular fashion, we should
vote on the amendment first on page thirteen, then on Jan
Roebuck's amendment to the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Comm·ittee, and then proceed to the further amendments.
DAVIS
All right
If there's no objection, the
Ch. air
· will rule that we will
•
proceed on the amendment as
l7sted on page thirteen which was on the floor at the
hme , at the conclusion ' -- of the tabling
·
·
o f t h e mo t ion
at the lat meeting.
So, your point of order is recognized.
Lavender's amendment, and the
This was Doctor Is there discussion on the amendamendment is in order.
ment on page thirteen, prior to proceeding to vote?

•

5
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•
Doctor Thorson.
In case it isn't clear, I urge you to

THORSON
vote it down.
DAVIS

Alan.

~ILSON
I am leaving office, so I can do this as
many times as I want: get out of the way of the fire · later.
The amendment on page thirteen wasn't an original
part of our draft.
The original part, as you all know,
was the full margin body of pages previous. The amendment came about when the Faculty Policy Committee accepted,
or put in, part of this to be accepted.
The limitations and the explanations is that Sandy
Cohen had written up. What it was, that we looked at the
limitations and explanations, and weren't totally happy
with all of them, but most of them we recognize the
11
reasoning for, and said, "Yeah, okay, go with it.
Except on one, where it says specifically that the
"Committee shall not substitute its judgment for that of
the professors."
Well, this was discussed at F.P.C., and essentially
we have to agree with that, yeah, the committee shouldn't
determine whether you know the student deserves an "A" ,
"B" ' 11 C,
II
II
II
•
D,
or /. anything
like that.
f

•

But, on the other hand, if we are saying that this
~~mmittee can determine whether inappropriate consideraions were used, with the burden being on the student to
prove that, if it's established, then, we can't rightfully
expect that student to be able to walk away, still with
the IIF" , or whatever on their transcript, while they are
to apply to some
graduate school or law school.
tr Ying
·
'
You know, that just is not right.
And I hate to use a phony word like that, but it's
the t ruth, it's not right .
So, we -- we put the amendment in there, simply
stating that, "Okay, we won't say 'A', 'B', or 'C', but
we have found inappropriate conside~ations, that
grade will be removed and the guy will get credit

:~=~

'
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for taking the course. "
Now, that's not, in my opinion, total redress to
the situation.
I mean, just giving credit when you know
you perhaps have done better than just receiving credit,
isn't quite full redress. And I know it's attacking an
institution, I know the hundreds of years in grading, and
that's the thing, but we have to recognize that if a
person at this point has been found to use an inappropriate
consideration, that they have abused academic freedom, and
at that point I can't believe that we would still stand up
and defend that person's right to maintain that grade, in
that situation.
So, that's the purpose of it, and if we are going
to maintain all the other limitations, we need that amendment.
DAVIS

Further discussion on the amendment on the

floor?
All in favor of the amendment as listed on page
thirteen, signify by saying "aye"; opposed, "no"·
The Chair rules that the amendment failed.
Then, we will proceed with the discussion on the
amendment.
The Chair will now recognize the amendment
as previously introduced by Professor Roebuck.
Is there further discussion on the amendment on
page seven, line three seventy-three?
President Elect Tobias.
MR. TOBIAS

I had a question, first of all, that

1 wanted to direct to Professor Cohen.
I believe he said that in the proposal from the
A.F.T.c., that there was nothing that would prevent, or
would obviate the ultimate redress of the grievance.
Is
that correct? Could you expand on that.?
In other words, what do you see as the ultimate
redress?
COHEN

I can speculate; I don't know if I can

.
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•
expand on it.
We have set in motion a procedure here that, conceivably, could come up with a finding that inappropriate
considerations were present in the award of a particular
case. That is a finding of fact.
That, under the new amendment, would then be forwarded to the president, or for his action.
Now, certainly, there is nothing in the language
that requires him to do anything, but I believe behind
this entire exercise there's an assumption that we are
doing more than spinning our wheels, and that the president is obligated to consider and to respond to that
finding of fact.
We are leaving with the president a great deal of
leeway as to the precise measures he might take. He
could remand the matter to the professor and specify that
in view of the findings, would he make an appropriate
adjustment .
He might appoint a committee of qualified peers of
the professor to derive an alternate grade. This, I think,
is sufficient, when I say I can speculate on it. I think
there are a number of possibilities that could be brought
out, depending on the facts of the individual case, that
could produce equity to the complaining student.
I think there's a great deal of merit to leaving
t~at flexibility with the president, instead of locking
h~m.into a specific procedure which can prove to be very
r~gid , in view of the fact that every case will have its
distinctive characteristics.
TOBIAS
r don't think anyone will argue with the
idea of leaving the president's office flexible, or with
leav·
·
. ing the president as being the office
from wh'ic h
Primary act.ion is
.
. . .
d
initiate.

I

What I do find difficult to take is the fact that
don't believe that an ultimate redress is provided for,
an Ultimate authority to provide that redress.
And, once again what we are talking about, what
Alan mentioned before ' was the grade, the gra d e t1at
l
ri· d es
on the student's tran~cript; explanation, qualifications
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added notwithstanding, that grade that will follow the
student through.
Now, what I think this is like, is like being at
the scene of an accident and a car has just run over a
man, and you go up and tell the man, "Well, yeah, we've
got the guy who ran you over, and we put him in jail,
but we can't send an ambulance for you. 11
That's what you are telling the student who got
an F
who maybe the president of the university can
follow through on any kind of actions of reprimand on that
professor, but ultimately there is no provision for the
grades to be altered, no actual authority provided for
11

11 ,

that.
There was another comment that was made earlier by
the gentleman in the brown -- I don't know his name -that said what the students are proposing here leaves
nothing for the Faculty.
I would like to direct your attention first, on
page eight, where, down a few lines below line three
fifty-six, it says, "Cases may come before the Committee
11
on the motion of any member of the University community·
A faculty member can not only flunk a student, but
if the student's behavior has been very gross, can go
before the Committee and ask that the student be suspended,
the student be removed from the school.
I think this power is definitely implied and
provided for here.
Similarly, on page ten, line three seventy-nine,
that line starts out, IIA student is subject to disciplinary measures by the committee for his on-campus
activities."
.
It goes on to qualify that though it affects the
Univ ersity
·
educational function but, nevert h e 1 ess, th·is
Comm·ittee is not a one-way street.
,
The students have not
pr~posed a one-way street, they have proposed an ade quate
grievance procedure an adequate disciplinary procedure
~rom either side a~d I think that I s essential for the
]Ust'ice of all parties
'
concerned.

. 46
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Finally, I don't think it's the intention of any
of the students who have been involved, or any student on
campus, to usurp the right of the professor to apply a
grade to a student.
In effect, I think just the provision
that is in here, where it says that the burden is on the
student; therefore, the professor, as being the person for
the grievance brought against, is assumed, until proven
guilty, is innocent.
I think that burden on the complainant, that there
will be no wholesale snowballing of this effect, and that
in the end, the right of the professor to give the grades
that he or she deems proper, on students is still preserved; merely that an additional safeguard is added.
DAVIS

Further conunent or discussion?

Brian .

MR. SANDEROFF
thirteen?

would everyone please turn to page

I urge that the Faculty amend the amendment that
just failed, and make it into a motion and amend it in
this way, the last two sentences:
"The final disposition of the Student
Grievance Conunittee shall rest with the president
of the University."
.
You will have a conunittee that can do something,
will have some teeth, but, yet, the flexibility is still
there.
I think this is a conunittee of your peers, and of
the students involved.
I feel they will have the expertise,
~ecause you have given them the expertise to determine if
improper considerations have entered into the process ,
already. They have that expertise, why not give them some
teeth to follow through?
.
With this amendment to the amendment that just
:~iled, the president of the University will have.the
inal disposition.
I urge that a faculty member introduce this.
Thank you.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Doctor Thorson.

.
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THORSON
I am not going to respond to that, but I
have been trying for several weeks to get clear to some
people, that in the A.F.T.C. modification, which i s found
in the brackets just below the middle of page seven, the
statement says:
"'Further action' by the president may range
from vindication of the faculty member to a decision
on the part of the president to pursue termination
proceedings as set forth in Section Eight of the
Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure."
It seems to me that is the widest possible spectrum
from complete vindication to fire the person, to terminate
the person.
Now, I would -- I would argue, Mr. Sanderoff, that
your suggestion of reintroducing the amendment is unnecessary, because that's where it is,in the A.F.T.C.
DAVIS
WILSON

Alan Wilson.
Thank you.

I guess the point may be that we are not getting
across, is that that phrase, that the president can do
anything from vindicate the faculty member to start trying
to fire them, is totally oriented toward the faculty
member.

I mean, you know. President Davis either release
him or fire him or whatever, but do something to him or
her. What about the student? That's what we keep coming
back t o.
Every one of these additions by Professor Cohen and
A.F.T.C. is totally oriented toward protecting the faculty
me~er from this committee.
r never saw, never saw one
obJective that I can think of, when this exact same policy
and 1· t still is in effect -- was implemented for d 1sc1p
·
· 1 1·
nary action against the students, because that's what this
Comm·ittee is right now, the student standards committee.
·

So, all we are saying is, "Fine, let's modify it a
.
1
ittle bit, give them a couple more objectives, and give
us a way to communicate our grievances against the faculty,
or the staff, or the student court, or -- you know, it's

4 2

·,
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not just you.
And like I say, all we received is amendments and
limitations and ways to protect academic freedom. You
know, we've got to get this University oriented towards
recognizing that, "Yeah, the University has to protect
the academic freedom of professors, but we've got students
going through here who, the rest of their lives, depend on
what happens here."
And if they cannot in any way transmit in some
centralized fashion, grievances, then, you are depriving
them of, you know, a relatively important mechanism.
You have it: President Davis, the personnel of
this University have it. Board of Realtors have a board
like that for themselves; American Bar Association does;
Medical Association does -- God forbid, we haven't gotten
to that situation.
But I guess what we are trying to say is, that's
totally oriented toward protecting, or getting after the
faculty member. we are not after vengeance: we are after
grievance, we are after redress, and with all these amendments, it won't do that.

.

I still dispute the fact that the president of the

University had the authority to supply redress in the
case, because I do not see anywhere where he has it.
COHEN
You have given it to him in the language of
the amendment .
WILSON
That's always the faculty member~ That's
not redress, firing the faculty member is not redress. We
are not trying to get the guy fired, we are trying to get
something done for the student.
DAVIS

Go right ahead, Doctor Cohen.

COHEN
r think the complaints of the students is
totally misconceived.
I seem to be missing the point.
We have established a
compl ainant
·
is the student.
assume 1. t'
and
s the student: the
we will assume he gets a

grievance procedure. The
It could be others, but let's
student airs his grievance,
favorable finding
He gets a

,t

f
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finding against a defendant.
Now, due process goes to the right of the defendant,
whether you call i t academic freedom, whether you call it
Miranda , whatever you call it.
It's fundamental that the
defendant be protected, procedurally, all the way up to
the end .
In American jurisprudence, we don't place the right
of the c omplainant on a higher par than the right of the
defendant.
Now, if I understand what you are saying, your
major complaint is your Committee does not have a final
authority.
If that's not it, what you have seemed to be
saying is that the president of the United -DAVIS

Just New Mexico.

COHEN
-- that you really have no confidence in
the procedure that consigns to the president the actual
penalty.
Now, if you are not saying that, I really don't
know what you are saying .
WILSON

If I could

DAVIS
Maybe as president, a point of personal
privilege , I might say what I would interpret.
I would say that in the language which is specified here -- and I think it's very clear -- that in the
cases involving the student grievance, the Committee may
reconunend to the president appropriate redress of the
gr~evance upon which showing of clear and convincing
evidence that improper considerations were involved.
.
If I received a communication to the effect that
improper considerations were involved, and that the
Co
·
· d
o mmittee
recommended appropriate redress to be. carrie
ut by my office I would think this -- that this would be
~omething that h~d the support of the Facult~, i~ t~ey
ote for the amendment and would consider this within the
funct ions
·
of my office.'
I would either, as has been suggested, I would
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either do it by direct contact with the faculty member, or
r might convene a small select committee of his dean and
one or two colleagues who were knowledgeable in that
field, and assign them the duty of making an appropriate
redress in regards to the specific grade.
So, this, to me, does recommend -- represent a
pretty final action by the Committee in terms of a form of
a very strong recommendation, and I would have to give this
very serious consideration and apply appropriate redress.
And, further, the next sentence as I would interpret
it, is if there were something really in dereliction of
duty, or improper use of authority on the part of the
faculty member, that I would further have the authority to
run the gamut, ranging from a reprimand, to -- if it were
serious enough, and in some cases it could conceivably
might be -- to recommend, notify of intent to dismiss, at
which time then the faculty member would have the same
redress, recourse, to the academic freedom processes that
he would receive -- because only the president of the
institution may initiate a motion to dismiss, or any other
disciplinary action.
So, to me, this represents one of the strongest
statements that r have seen of any Faculty, pertaining to
the establishment of a Grievance Committee.

.
I don't share the opinion that we would be helpless
in redressing the grievance of the student and assigning
an appropriate grade, and the appropriate grade might be
a pass or fail.
But without a letter grade -- or it might
be an upgrading of a grade upon the evaluation of the
Committee that this grade had received improper consideration.
But I think if the Faculty supported this amendment,
that it does certainly imply that the president's office
has the authority to carry out the directive and recommend a t·ion of the Committee.

th

WILSON
Yeah, Mr. chairman, if the implic~tion is
at the president then is assigned that authority, and
Yes sir we agree, ~e would go along with it, the --

DAVIS
This is my interpretation t~at this is the
intent of the motion, that the president, indeed, does
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have the authority
\

'

WILSON

We will go with that.

DAVIS

-- to provide redress .

Is this correct, Professor Roebuck, that this is
the intent, that the president does have the authority to
redress the action if the finding has been that improper
considerations have been found?
r

ROEBUCK
Of course, the faculty member -- should
you decide the grade should be changed, the faculty member
ha s every right to appeal to A.F.T.C.
DAVIS
That ' s right. The faculty membP.r then h s
the right to appeal, but -- it's still very strong. I
consider it a very -WILSON
DAVIS

It's much stronger than exists now.
Professor Merkx.

PROFESSOR MERKX
I have two points. One is part
of the misrepresentation, this is far stronger than any
policy in any other university. And to act as if we are
trying to put one over on you, I think is very far way
from the truth.
.
This is a very dramatic step we are taking . I
think it's one that does not hav e complete support, but
1 think it's one the Faculty is taking a major step in
doing . I think it has in effect, given the president
l~ti tude to do all kin~s of things in response to these
kinds of issues.
This is -- I think it would be a great misservice
to the University as a whole, if this were misrepresented
by you, and sold to the students as a sellout on our part.
I think there has been an unfortunate tendency,
certainly in the Lobo and some of the statements made by
::~ ~andidates I impl~ing that the Faculty takes the
ition that they do not, in fact, hold.
Secondly, I think part of this misrepresentation
ay still stem on the point that John Green made , and I

...\ .
\
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would like to emphasize John's point, and that is that a
university does not make a -- very few things the University
involves, ultimate redress, final disposition, final
solutions of any kind whatsoever.
The University is basically a series of bodies that
makes recommendations to each other.
The chairmen recommend the deans; the deans recommend the vice - president;
the vice-president recommends the president; and he can
recommend to the Regents.
The Freedom and Tenure Committee only has the power
to recommend.
The Grading Committee only has the power to
recommend. All the committees that we spend so many hours
on every year are only recommending agencies, but the
University works because these recommendations are listened
to, they are honored, by and large.
There are plenty of processes, plenty of input.
This is not the kind of system that comes out with fiats
or definitive solutions that are lightly made. It's a
system that works through recommendations, and I think it
works very well.
I think part of our feeling and, you know, queasiness of the language of this motion , is this idea of final
disposition in that form, that you give that Committee the
power that no other university really has at this time .
I think our response is appropriate, both in terms
of our desire to protect the nature of the way things are
done at the University, and very much and to the point
you want, which is the mechanism for grievance.
I think to object to this effort on our part to
come to terms with you, I think is a disservice.
PROFESSOR RHODES
Alan, as you know, I very much
Prefer to see the Faculty take the responsibility for this
sort of decision, and I became convinced that, in fact, it
really should be better put in the hands of the president.
I would suggest to you that if a situa~io~ came
~hrough, you had improper considerations, a finding of
improper considerations, that the presid ent appointed a
Peer group who recommended that a grade should be changed,
and nothing was done about that, that student would have a

67
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multimillion-dollar lawsuit handed to him on a platter,
and that's a different type of redress that he would never
have to worry again about the grade that he got on that
transcript.
DAVIS
WILSON

Further -- Alan, would you care to respond?
Just a couple of comments.

The structure of the University, I know how it
works, and that's what I have become overly familiar with
the past year, and I appreciate your comments that you said.
I will use only the one counter example that I know
that exists, is the Student Standards Board. And the
Student Standards Board, without making recommendations,
imposes sanctions on the student which the student, then,
of course, may appeal to the proper -MERKX
That Committee recommends to the president.
They recommend to the president suspension.
WILSON
It's not in the current policy, it makes
the recommendation and takes the action against the
student, and perhaps that's what also needs to be changed.
DAVIS
Well, one question there, doesn't the
Student Standards Board recommend, but doesn't an official
of the institution have to make the actual -DOCTOR LAVENDER
The Student Standards Committee
has the right to expel or suspend a student; an official
of the University would have to execute it on paper, or
carry it out, but the student bas the prerogative of
appealing that decision to the president, if he has been
expelled or suspended.
WILSON
Perhaps by way of an -- in light of your
explanation, and again you know, we presume that
ass umption, that implication
'
·
·
th e
that they are assigning
authority, or they understand' that the authority is
· being
·
Vested in the president to supply these appropriate
rea resses. Perhaps this is a moot issue at this
. poin;
. t
however, something must reflect, I think, more exactly
What we are getting at, would be on page nine.
·
First, totally delete the amendment by A.F.T.C.

•
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on page nine, about seven lines below three seventy-one,
where it says, "May cite the faculty member."
Seems to us that it would have been appropriate at
that point to remove "A.F.T.C . " from it, and put
That, essentially, is what we are doing, with
11 president."
the action on the faculty member, but if you do just that,
then, it would also leave vested in this Committee the
redress to the student, and in other words, the whole
thing would say:
"In cases involving a student grievance
against a faculty or staff member, the committee
may order appropriate redress of the grievance
upon showing of clear and convincing evidence
that improper considerations were involved, and,
further, may cite the faculty member to the
President for action."
That kind of does, you know -THORSON

That's exactly what it does, Alan.

EILSON
No, put in "redress", also, and if we
were operating under the assumption that the current
s~atus of the president would be maintained, the implication wasn't there that authority for supplying the redress
~ould not be vested in the president, and if that instead
is the case, then, the amendment is fine.
It does pretty
much what we are a ft er now.

THORSON
It's been interpreted like that by the
airman
of
the
Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee, by
ch ·
the president of the University, and if you want, I will
say that's the interpretation I give it.
DAVIS
It seems to me again, and correct me if I
~ wrong in the interpretation, that there is a clear
dist·
·
inction of function here, that the Grievance committee
.
ls determining guilty or not guilty, and recommending
appropriate action -- at which time, if it comes to the

~reside~t, then, the president must determine what's
ppropriate in terms of how the student may be properly
reevaluated.
The Committee is not setting it up to reevaluate
the grade, but this would be delegated to those wh o were
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knowledgeable in the area. To me, I think this is -- I
would repeat again what I said earlier, I think this is
one of the strongest presentations, or policies, in terms
of the Student Grievance Committee that I have seen .
I would be comfortable working with this, Alan .
WILSON
DAVIS

Go for it.
Further discussion?

LAVENDER
Mr. President , I would like to respond
somehow to Alan' s concerns.
I understand what he is saying . I think he is
saying there is really no difference in this, between what
is now available and this.
I think the significant difference, Alan, is what the president is talking about.
The basic change in what the committee has recommended is the word -- changing the words, "may order
appropriate redress," to, "recommends appropriate redress
to a different person," instead of that committee.
Well, in my judgment, after eleven years of dealing
with students who had this kind of problem, and there was
nowhere for me to recommend they go, this is a vast improvement to have the force of a committee's judgment, confronting
the president instead of just the student and the faculty
member in an adversary relationship to one another,
confronting the president .
I think he would be morally bound to respond very
positively to whatever the recommendation was.
He might
not have to do exactly what it says, but at least he would
have to do something.
And in my judgment, this is such a
iu~ntum leap forward with respect to students'. rights in
his area, that I would be willing to accept it as half a
loaf, if that's all that it was, rather than to vote it
down .
I really think it's a tremendous improvement over
What rights students have had in the past.
DAVIS

If there is no further debate, we are ready

for th e question o n the amendment.
THORSON

This is just the amendment?

4
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DAVIS
This is the amendment, lines three seventythree down to ending with the word, "action 11 •
All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
Professor Roebuck.
ROEBUCK

Here's another one.

This one I hope

will
Didn't we mean to include the wording
THORSON
within brackets below, "further action"?
ROEBUCK

so.
The explanation , yeah, I guess

THORSON

Down to "times".

PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN

I think that was what was

moved .
THORSON

I think that's what was moved.

.
DAVIS
If there is no disagreement , we will
include the action that it included in the brackets. The
Chair misunderstood on that, and with that correction, no
objection, we will proceed.
ROEBUCK
The next one really should not provide
any difficulties.
It wasn't one that came up at the last
Faculty Meeting, it was something that came up when we
were discussing this .
The A. F . T.C . , as you know, has had some experience
wi~h hearing panels and grievance procedures and such
thing s, and we have a proposal concerning
·
·
t h e composi· t ion
of the hearing panels within the student grievance procedure.
Our concern was that hearing panels should not be
too large; otherwise the problems of getting everybody to
meet fr equently enough
'
·
· bl e.
become impossi
should
Second
concern
was
that
a
hearing
panel
prevent a
1
a way s h ave an odd number of members , so as t 0
h
avoid
Ung Jury,
•
and simply in order to try and help
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practical problems, which is the only series in which
this amendment is offered.
I move that 412. (c) be amended to read as follows:
"Hearing panels will consist of four members
of the Committee, two faculty and two students,
their names drawn by lot by the Dean of Students
in the presence of two disinterested members of
the faculty and of two disinterested students.
These four members shall then select a fifth
member of the panel. That member may be drawn
from anywhere within the University community,
not necessarily from the pool, but may not be
drawn from outside the University community.
The
fifth member shall be a full voting member of the
panel and have the same rights, duties, and responsibilities as the members drawn by lot."
The rest of it will read as the original version
regarding the election of the chairperson, and then we
need to delete the last sentence requiring a quorum of
f~ve, which is no longer necessary, if you have a panel of
five, and I so move, Mr. Chairman.
Seconded.

THORSON

DAVIS
All right.
Been moved and seconded to
amend by the stipulated language pertaining to the
selection of a fifth member. This is the essential meat
of the amendment.
Is there discussion?
Damon .
TOBIAS

This is a question I have about quorum.

Having been involved in the student Senate for two
Years, I am quite aware of the dilatory practices the
People can engage in, and I am wondering if we don't need
to have some kind of quorum.
If it's mandatory that a
decision cannot be reached unless all five members are
there, because we started out with five of the six being
~.quorum. Now, if a decision cannot be reached without
lVe members being there there may be a four-to-one
deci sion,
·
'
h·
and the one person
not show, then noting

•
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accomplished .
Is that the way I read it, or am I incorrect?
ROEBUCK
Well, I assume the people drawn from the
pool would want to participate. If you are a jury member,
you don' t say , "I want to go shopping, " and not show up.
If you are on the hearing panel, and I would assume it
works on the s ame principle as a jury, all the members are
there all the time.
DAVIS
May I ask a question? There's a little
confusion. Says, "The hearing panels will consist of six
members of the Committee" -No, we want to change that to four, ke p

ROEBUCK
this small .
DAVIS

To four members of the Committee?

ROEBUCK
DAVIS

And then one additional person.
All right .

Thank you.

Further discussion?
If not, are you ready for the question? All in
favor of the amendment, signify by saying "aye"; oppos d.
The amendment carries.
Further amendments?
LAVENDER

Mr. President, I move the adoption of

the policy as amended .
DAVIS

Been moved the policy be adopted as amended.

ls there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Seconded.

Discussion?

All in favor of the policy as amended, signify by
saying "aye"; opposed.
The record shows that it was carried unanimously.

. -· 474
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WILSON
DAVIS

Thank you very much.
Thank you.

Change Relative
If there are any further ballots which have not
been collected, would you please pass them to the center, to Charge of
Ath l etic
and then we have someone pick them up at the center.
Council
I would like to thank you, the members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, for their work on
this latest proposal. Very fine.
Chair would now like to recognize Professor Thorson
in regard to the changes relative to the Athletic Council
charge on page one twenty-five of the Faculty Handbook.
THORSON

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

On behalf of the Policy Committee, I would like to
move the change listed on page fourteen of your agenda,
the old wording is stricken and the new wording is underlined.
And I would like to move that, and if it's seconded,
I would like to speak briefly to it.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

THORSON
In 1972, this policy found on page one
twenty-five of the Faculty Handbook was adopted by the
University Faculty with the thought that it was necessary
to do some kind of evaluation of the coaching staffs.
h'

What happened was that the Athletic director and

ls staff felt that they weren't really very competent to

develop such system of evaluating, so they turned to the
Council and said "Council why don't you do this, and
r
'
,
eport it back to us?"
In fact that's what's happened over the last
thr ee years: such
'
d an d so
a program has been develope,
forth. They are finding it very beneficial. So what we
are really trying to do is get the wording of the statement on page one twenty-five to coinci
·
· d e wi· th th e fa c ts ·

~

. DAVIS
It's been moved and seconded that the
Ording pertaining to the Athletic council Statement of
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Responsibility be amended as shown on page fourteen.
discussion?

Any

All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
Next item of business, pages fifteen to twenty-one,
committee revisions.
Professor Thorson.
THORSON

Thank you, Mr. President.

As the agenda shows, this is the result of a long,
sometimes dilatory, sometimes stagnant process of revision
of committee makeup, and of committee charges.

Revisions
Concerning
standing
Committees-Functions,
Membership,
etc.

I think the most efficient way is to proceed from
page fifteen to each of the committees, and I will bring
them up.
If there are questions I will try to respond.
I mention in the memo that Professor Victor Regener
provided most of the leadersh1p for this revision.
I
would guess about eighty percent of the work was done last
year, and it has taken us another seven months to do another
ten percent . And we decided to go ahead and present it,
even though it isn't finished.
So, with that preamble, Academic Freedom and Tenure
has not been changed, it is under continual restudy by
that committee, so it is not being recommended to be
changed at this time.
found on pages fifteen and sixAthletic Council,
of the new Athletic Council on
teen.
.
. · I move t h e adoption
fifteen and sixteen.
ADAMS

Seconded.

DAVIS

Moved and seconded.

Discussion?

ADAMS
Like to ask a general question of you. Can
You give a little bit of background on the reasons for the
Comm·ittee decision to bring these changes up now, rat h er
than 1 eaving
.
them for the senate?
the
You mentioned that they should be carried over to
.
Senate, and the Senate may very well change them
itself. What is the reason for doing it now?

47
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THORSON
The rationale is really quite simple,
Dean Adams. This ongoing study tried to examine the
reasons for the Committees and their function.
We felt that the Senate may well profit by that
change, and then, indeed, instead of having to start out
where the Faculty Policy Committee started some six years
ago, with this process -- and I am not making that figure
up, I was on the Faculty Policy Committee then -- that we
would bring -- present to the General Faculty the results
of our study, incomplete though they may be, rather than
forcing the Senate to go back to "Go".
Now, they may decide, in fact, that they want to
go back to II Go 11 , that 1 s up to the Senate. I have seen an
awful lot of hours spent on this study, and I felt that
the General Faculty ought to be -- ought to be apprised
of that work, and asked to act on it.
I further have a slight disagreement of interpretation of what the Faculty Senate has done. Now, the disagreement consists of this: that I believe these are full
faculty committees, not Faculty Senate committees; that
these are responsible, ultimately, to this body, though
this body will not be meeting as regularly as it has in
the past.
.

Now, I know some of the people that are involved
in the Senate believe they will become Faculty Senate
committees. r think that's something that the General
Faculty and the Faculty Senate are going to have to hash
out next year.
RHODES
Jim, may I ask, that if this revision
could go through, the Faculty Senate would ha~e a clean
slate to start with in the sense of some committees are
abolished because they never met, others are revised to
make them in line with what they actually do, and that
th'18 would give the Faculty Senate an opportunit~
.
toge t
sett~ed in that first year with reasonably functional .
committees
which was an additional aspect of what Jim
Was saying in terms of the Faculty committee.
DAVIS

c

Further discussion?

Motion made and seconded to approve the Athletic
mmittee
charge as proposed. Any discussion? Ready for
0
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the question?
All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
Second committee is Campus Planning
THORSON
you can see, the changes are not particuCommit tee. As
larly major in this, but change -- well, the reading is
You are welcome to read it as additional
right there.
wording .
I hereby move the Campus Planning Committee be
amended as presented .
RHODES

Seconded.

DAVIS

Discussion?

PROFESSOR REGENER
I would like to suggest that in
the last line of that charge, the word "Physics" be replaced
by "Physical".

DAVIS
Chair accepts that editorial correction of
the English Professor Thorson's spelling.
THORSON
REGENER
allegation.
DAVIS

That was typed in the Physics Department.
I am afraid I will have to refute that

It's from your yellow sheet , VicJ.

All in favor of the motion pertaining to accepting
the revision of the Campus Planning committee, signify by
saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion is carried.
THORSON
I move to abolish the campus Safety
Committee.
It has not met within the memory of almost
anyone.
RHODES
DAVIS

Seconded ..
Moved and seconded to abolish the Campus

Safety Committee.

Any discussion?

478
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All in favor, signify by saying "aye 11 ; opposed.
Motion is carried.
THORSON
Computer Use Committee is still under
study. We have bad at least nine drafts of its makeup and
of its charge, and I sincerely doubt if we are going to
solve that one this year.
Continuing Education Committee, change in membership only.
I move that we change the membership as indicated on page seventeen ..
DAVIS

Been moved.

RHODES

Seconded.

DAVIS

Discussion?

Seconded?

DEAN TRUJILLO
I have a question. You answered
the question to Dean Adams, I am not sure if the answer
you gave the personnel board is true in this committee.
I wonder if you might help us with that?
THORSON:
TRUJILLO

I am not sure I understand your question.
What was the rationale for the change

in membership on this committee?
THORSON
When this committee was studied, which
was over a year ago it was the feeling, particularly
our doctors, that there were too
Well , let's see, removed
'
many ex officio members on the committee, that that
ended up being -- let's see, one, two three are
co mmittee
.
~heir representatives and nine faculty members. We felt
lt was a faculty committee
'
.
and should be working with
you
as faculty.
TRUJILLO
I guess I would propose that the
comm·ittee is not that large, number one.
Number two that we need to have as much input from
the different dep~rtments on this campus to that whole
operation of continuing Education.
As you know, we run the branches, and they have a
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librarian. That seems to me to make sense, to have someone
from the Library on that committee.
There are over twenty thousand students to work
with, part-time students, and it seems to me there's a
direct relationship between that operation and the dean
and vice-presidents of the schools.
Then, the different program directors administer
the programs, relate to different activities. When we do
meet, invariably -- we have not often -- the president,
so a large size of the committee has really no bearing
towards effective communication in the operations, as I
see it.
THORSON
I must confess, Doctor Trujillo, that this
was one that was carried over from last year, and I am
afraid I just cannot remember the rationale for this.
RHODES
Jim, I think you gave the basic rationale,
was that there were some concerns expressed that by having
so many administrative people there, the faculty members
felt overwhelmed in some respects. That is, they had
difficulty getting their policies established, and the
attitude was that for various people, that these ex officio
~embers could respect their points of view, and certainly
if it was a specific question for policy, could invite
them to come in and present their point of view.
But, that from the functioning point of view of the
committee, that it was difficult to have all of these
people to confront at the same time.
That was the basic rationale as I remember that
last year.
TRUJILLO

Yeah, I --

THORSON
Mr. Chairman, in view of the -- this
lfference of opinion I would like to move to table it,
a~
,
put it under the status of being under continuing
study.

a·

I thought we had discussed this with you last year
When t~is came up, and I thought it had been solved, but
it obviously has not, so we will put it back on the table.
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TRUJILLO
THORSON

I would appreciate that.
I would move to withdraw the motion --

DAVIS
Withdraw the recommendation, and remand it
to the Committee, and if there is no objection, the Chair
will so order.
Proceed to the next.
THORSON
Cultural Program: as soon as this agenda
came out saying there was no change, I got five phone calls
saying, "You should put that under the continuing study
group." But I am not going to present any recommendation
this month .
Curricula Committee: there's a change in membership

only. Like to move we change the membership as indicated
on page seventeen
RHODES
DAVIS

Seconded.
Moved and seconded.

Is there discussion?

All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion carried.
THORSON
The next committee is Entrance and Credits
C~mmittee, and you will find this on pages seventeen and
eighteen. And I would like to move its adoption as
printed on pages seventeen and eighteen .
RHODES
DAVIS

Seconded.
All right.

Discussion?

Dean Adams.
ADAMS
Jim I know that at one time there was
car respondence between
'
the committees about these c h anges,
~~~ I remember that at that time we were -- we had some
thJections to them. 1 don't see them here today.
Have
ose objections and differences been resolved?
THORSON
If I could respond to that, Dean Adams,
this is the draft that was hammered out essentially by

. ... . 4
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Dean weaver, and so it's his wording. We did raise the
membership, since there are a number of subcommittees.
If you will notice, the duties of the old Registration
committee have been assumed into this draft , and that was
indeed Dean Weaver's recommendation. And this is, I would
say, a compromise between his original objections, the
Policy Committee's objections to the present operation,
the student objections to the way some things went in
there, and this is one that all three.
Registration Committee has agreed to it, E . N.C.
has agreed to it, and the Policy Committee has agreed to
it .
DAVIS

Further discussion?

REGENER

I have one question about the wording.

It says the "Entrance and Credits Committee," and
the text starts out "Admissions." Did you mean to change
the name of the committee, also, to "Admissions and
Registration Com.mi ttee"?
THORSON
REGENER

Yes.
Someone needs to put that in there .

THORSON
Yes, the committee will be now the
Admissions and Registration committee, and if we are
going to alphabetize it, we need tomove it up.
DAVIS

All right, the chair recognizes that

editorial change.
DEAN MC RAE
DAVIS

Mr. President.

Dean McRae.

MC RAE
Jim, page eighteen in the description, ten
faculty members including chairperson , nominated by the
P 1 icy
·
'
.
b ut in
.
Committee:
that reflects current practice,
0
some oth
had made reference to
er place it seems to me you
the Senate.
Is that an inconsistency, or what is your intention?
THORSON

It should be "nominated by the Senate,"

...
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since the Senate will take over the function of the
committee on committees.
One more question, Mr. Chairman, please.

TRUJILLO

Jim, just recently we had discussion about the
designation of title of dean, colleges or schools. What
does this mean in relation to ,.t,E_~ _9p!1ffiittee now, since at
this present time I, as Dean o~~~ducation, sit on that
committee?

""'

THORSON
I think I would refer that to the ruling
of the University Secretary, on defining deans for the
Senate vote.
I would emphasize that's an off-the-top-of-the-head
interpretation, Rupert, but I would say that would be up
to the Senate to answer that question.
I would not
particularly like to try to answer it.
But I think you did get the ruling from Mr. Durrie
on voting in Faculty senate.
I would follow about that
same idea.
DURRIE
Yes, I think the rule was, Rupert, that
this means the senior dean.
It certainly did in the
Senate. The associate and asststant deans were eligible
for membership other than ex officio.
DAVIS

Does that answer your question, Rupert?

TRUJILLO

It answers the question.

I am not

satisfied with it.
THORSON
I think that's an administrative question
that actually - - that's from the faculty point of view.
Then, it seems to me the other question, you would
address to Vice-President Travelstead.
TRUJILLO
Fine.
I.~ould like to let this body
know that in my estimation~ivision is being considered
a second-class operation, ',.._
and if we have so many t h ousan d s
of ~tudents,that relate to this University, and we have
n~ input to that that committee has some important responsibilities to st~dents and we have no input to it, and I
f eel it is mis g iving t~e information, and an oversight by
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this institution.
And I want the record to show that.
HUBER
Mr. Chairman, I would agree with Rupert
totally, in view of the Constitution, that the interpretation with regards to meaning of deans of colleges and
schools.
I would like to make an amendment, or offer an
amendment, and that is to include the dean of Continuing Ed ,
either as a regular member, or ex officio, because I do
believe that they belong there.
THORSON
HUBER

Please make that.
Okay: a member.

THORSON

I would second the motion, as a member.

DAVIS
Moved and seconded that the proposal be
amended by including "the dean of Continuing Education."
Further discussion?
Doctor Hamilton.
HAMILTON

Could I ask a question?

Could you please count the number of deans now on
that committee?
THORSON
Not at the moment. This is -- this is an
enormous reduction of the number of deans on that committee ..
HAMILTON
Four at large?

There are four in general, aren't there?

THORSON
But prior to this, there have been -- no,
prior to this change, if you look at the Faculty Handbook,
now,
that amendment, if
HAMILTON
I
would
like
to
amend
that we reduce the
1
may, okay? -- I would like to suggest dean of Continuing
dean 8 in
· general by one, and put on the
Education.
GREEN

I second that.

4
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DAVIS
substitute.

Moved to amend the amendment, or a

HAMILTON
May we substitute this, that one of the
deans must be the dean of Continuing Education?
HUBER
That won't solve it, Dave, because the
definition of "deans of colleges and schools" excludes the
dean of Continuing Education.
HAMILTON

Okay, then, we will make it two.

DAVIS
All right, your motion, then, is essentially
to reduce from three to two, the number of deans to be
selected by colleges or schools.
The Chair would rule these are two separate motions,
although related, so I think we should act first on the
motion that -- the amendment to the motion to amend, by
adding "the dean of continuing Education," and then consider your motion.
So discussion on adding the dean of continuing
Education as one of the members.
If there is no discussion, all in favor of the
motion to amend, by adding "the dean of Continuing
Education," signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion is carried.
Now, we will recognize Professor Hamilton, and
Professor Hamilton's motion is to reduce the number from
three to two deans of colleges or schools to be designated
representatives to be elected. Is this correct?
HAMILTON
DAVIS

Yes.
And this has been seconded, and now dis-

cussion.
Dean Adams.
ADAMS
I am not arguing against the proposal of
Committee,
but
I think the faculty should be aware of
the
how the Entrance and credits committee has functioned in
the past.

.
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I think the principal roles that the deans have
played , other than providing information in the case of
various specific student matters, has been to bring to the
Committee recommendations, and ideas, and statements on
positions that have been developed in the faculty of the
individual colleges.
So that, for example, the faculty of the College
of Arts and Sciences might have adopted some position on
the matter of curricula or admissions or requirements, or
anything else that's in the business of the Committee, and
Dean Wollman or Dean Dittmer, representing him, or Dean
Garcia , now, might bring that matter to the Entrance and
Credi ts Commit tee.
Now, the structure that you are proposing will be
one in which, by odds, A.&S . might not be represented in
some given year, or Education , or Fine Arts, or whatever.
And what this will necessitate is that the faculty develop
some other way in which the colleges can make its views,
their views known to the committee.
I think it will be a clumsier method than the one
we have had in the past, and undoubtedly will be workable
if Professor Hamilton is a member of the committee: Dean
~ollman can get him in the office and explain to him what
is going on, and Mr. Hamilton can, with great effectiveness,
present the views of the college.
But it nonetheless is as convenient, or in my judgment, as effective, a means as the one we have had in the
past.
DAVIS

Thank you.

Professor Green.
GREEN

understand that, because the two deans are

going to represent all the schools.
ADAMS
But in the past, all the deans on the E.&C.,
every college has been represented, and is right now.
The major change you are making is reducing the repr~sentation of the colleges, which, as I say, I am not arguing
against it, but 1 want you to understand the consequences.
GREEN

You would want to propose the original?

4
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ADAMS
I think what we have now is better, with
all the deans present, than what the Committee is proposing.
DAVIS

Doctor Dittmer.

DEAN DITTMER

In light of the changes --

PROFESSOR BAKER
I think the change is in the
faculty members.
Last year there were three faculty
members in the Conunittee.
I am not sure what it is this
year .
DAVIS

Doctor McRae.

MC RAE
Past history. The -- I talked with Dean
Weaver last fall about the proposed revision, and
Mr . Thorson is correct, he didn 1 t need any affirmation,
but as a matter of personal record, it is correct that
this is largely Dean weaver 's idea.
But a couple of personal observations, I have been
on the Entrance and Credits committee, and on the subc~mmittee on grading changes, well, as long as recorded
history -- just after the flood, you might say. And while
1 don 't wish to impugn the responsibility of faculty
members, it's often been difficult to get full attendance
from those faculty members in the past, few as they were,
that were represented on the committee.
I have doubts as to how well the committee is going
to function now with ten faculty members -- and, incidentally,
it was that pressure to increase faculty members that chiefly
motivated , r think, Dean weaver in making his revision.
I'm
not sure, I just offer it as a personal comment.
I am not going to really contest the revision in
any way, that I think you are going to find that the
Comm ittee
·
· 1 Y, n urnb er
is not going to function as effective
one~ in finding people who are willing to continue in
their rather arduous task of chairing some of these subcomm
·t
·
·
e
•.tees
of grading changes, where some continuity
of .
Xperience in dealing with the cases from year-to-year is
really essential
.
·
· 1 J· udgments •
to prevent some wh1ms1ca
Actually, that's what it amounts to, and I just
throw th'is out as a conunent on the propo s e d revision.

...
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DAVIS

Professor Hamilton.

HAMILTON

I would like to speak in behalf of this

proposal.
One, I have nothing but the most greatest and
highest respect for all deans. And, therefore, my motion
is not directed at deans in general, or deans in particular. But I think that if we do add to this Conunittee with
ten faculty members, maybe the faculty members will begin
to become responsible, and will attend the meetings.
As to the fact that Dean Wollman will have to come
and see me if he is not on one of those chosen few, why,
we can get acquainted that way. Get to know one another.
And, in fact , this might be a measure to enable the deans
to get acquainted with their faculty , because they will
have to go and talk with them and help them present the
case~
As to the question of whether we have three deans
or two deans, that seems to me, when we are reduced to
three, in reducing it down to two, and dean representation
being so that all the colleges don't have immediate contact
with that Committee, seems irrelevant whether they are.
They are pretty well diminished, anyway.
DAVIS
of a dean.

We are voting on the amendment to get rid

All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The Chair rules that the motion carries.
Deans have been reduced from three to two.
Are you ready now for the question on the total
motion?
All in favor of the revision as amended, signify
by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion carried.
THORSON

General Honors council, no change.

Graduate committee is a major change: Dean Spolsky

'
I
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here.

.,.

This was the draft provided by the Graduate

cornmi ttee.
Professor Rhodes, could I call on you to -- I would
like to move its adoption, and like to call on you to
respond to any questions .
RHODES
DAVIS

I second your motion , first.
Moved and seconded.

Professor Rhodes.
RHODES
There are several changes that are put in
one committee , has to do with selecting members on
staggered terms, and has to do with the Graduate
Committee's role, which exists at the present time, of
certifying who is qualified to teach graduate-level
courses, and what the Graduate Committee has attempted to
do is to set this up in such a way as to encourage departments to certify who is qualified to teach doctorial-level
candidates as against general graduate-level courses.
of course, is to try and strengthen
The purpose here, think probably it would be easier
the Graduate Program.
I
questions, rather than discuss
for me to try and answer
any of the other issues.
DAVIS

Does this have the concurrence of the

Graduate dean?
RHODES
This has the concurrence of the Graduate
dean; it has the concurrence of the Graduate Committee; it
has the concurrence of the Policy Committee.
DAVIS

Thank you .

the Faculty, I would like to
HUBER
Members of regard to this one . That
raises ome questions
.
.
with
bothers me considerably.

It relates back to the remark that Professor Thorson
made with regard to his interpretation of your current
Constitution meaning the one that was amended when you
ado Pe
t d the Senate.
'
I do not believe that the wording of the Constitut ion
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•

is ambiguous, but, then, anyone can at any time say it's
ambiguous and, therefore, raise a dispute.
I believe that the Constitution clearly stipulates
that the Senate is the legislative body for the faculty in
all matters that they previously legislated on directly,
and that all standing committees of the faculty are,
therefore, except for A.F.&T., assumed under the Senate,
and they report to the Senate as Senate committees.
Where the Senate then acts on the recommendations
as the faculty previously had acted on the recommendations
in making legisltation.
If this interpretation is correct, and it certainly
is the one that was intended when the words were chosen
by the subcommittee on Constitutional Revision, as well
as the Committee on the Senate, we then run into, in this
particular document, the statement in the first paragraph,
"Or for any other action which, in the majority opinion of
the Graduate Council, requires a Faculty Senate approval."
This gives to the new Graduate council the determination of what is within the powers of the legislative

body, the Senate, to act upon.
Then, you get down into the second paragraph, and
you see all of the things that the council are supposed to
be able to do, apparently, unilaterally, as distinguished
from bringing it into -- as they did in the past -- the
general Faculty, as I think they should do the Senate.

b

Now, I may be misreading the document or the int~nt,
ut that's what the words say to me. I, therefore, believe
that since the Faculty has reserved initiati~e an~
referendum on actions the senate is the legislative body,
th at the Graduate committee
,
or council should clearly be
deemed to be under the Senate, and all legislation it
Proposes should go to the senate, as it in the past went
to the General Faculty.
(Applause.)
RHODES
May I respond to that, Mr. President,
since I am presumably representing the Graduate committee?
DAVIS

Please respond.

.
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RHODES
I have recommended to the Graduate
committee that if that position is taken, that then they
submit every grading question, every single question that
comes to the Graduate Committee, to the Faculty Senate.
Because if you are taking that position, you are,
in effect, negating the value of the Graduate Committee.
That is, it has nothing to do except to say, "Oh, here's
a problem, let's take that to the Faculty Senate. 11
And what I am suggesting in terms of this, B · that
the intent is that the Faculty Senate, as the General
Faculty, has always had the right to review anything that
the Graduate Council or Faculty says it's going to do;
that, in fact , this isn't setting up anything different
on that level.
The Graduate committee recognizes quite fully tha t
they were not excluded from the authority of the Faculty
Senate by the new Constitution. What they are really
talking about in terms of this, is that at times a
minority of the Graduate committee has attempted to sort
of 11 ram through" some policy without talking to anybody
about it, and it was a consensus that it would be very
nice to have it spelled out in here that if a majority of
the Graduate council felt this was an issue , that should
be voted on specifically by the Faculty Senate , they had
~o bring it to the Faculty Senate, that th~Y could not
?ust say , "Well, we are going to pass this and put it
into action without," and thereby forcing the Faculty
Senate to call them in to talk about it.
The intent is not the same.
HUBER
DAVIS

May I respond to his response?
All right.

Then I will recognize

HUBER
r would then prefer that the words set
~~ck, as distinguished from what they now say in a
~teral sense. You have interpreted them other than as
ey are written.
'

RHODES

'

Says, "With the provisions.

II

HUBER
Therefore, it is my desire to say that
since the Senate is the legislative body, and you admit

•·

4 O
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that the Committee is supposed to be under the Senate,
that we leave the question to the Senate, since this is
presumably a rather touchy point.
And, therefore, I would move that we refer this one
back to the Senate; in other words, table it.
I so move.
(Several seconds.)
DAVIS
Been moved and seconded that this be
remanded to the Faculty Senate or Policy Committee for
transmission to the Senate.
RHODES
I would like to speak against this, so
that I would simply agree to having you table that first
paragraph, if that is what it is that distresses you.
But I would like to suggest that there are other
aspects of this, including membership on the committee
~hat has to be revised, the staggered terms that are
important, the level of membership in terms of this,
that if you would restrict your tabling to this charge
that you are specifically concerned with, I would certainly
agree to that.
Would you be willing to modify it in terms of that?
HUBER
I don't wish to really get into a hassle
over those.
I would merely say that we have been operating
with the Graduate Committee as it is currently operative,
and has been for years.
It's only a matter of a few
m~nths until the senate comes into effect, and I would
like to say, while I am standing -- if I have that
prerogative -- that I served on the Policy committee and
went through this committee restructuring in 56-57, 55-56,
and you have done a magnificent job on most of these.
And I appreciate the work, and I think you are
going to save the Senate a lot of trouble.
But in this particular case, since, in my opinion,

;he whole thing sort of fits together into one package,
irst paragraph along with the rest, and we have gotten
along up to now with the Graduate committee.

~-
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We got along with the Campus Safety

RHODES
Committee.
HUBER

Granted.

All I am saying is, I don't wish

to buy this one •
DAVIS

The Chair recognizes Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I am really bothered by some of the
language in this first paragraph. I especially am
bothered by the terms, the phrase, 11 among the matters
assumed under the authority of Graduate council. 11
I find that really disturbing, because among the
things that are supposed to be assumed under that authority
is such as the new degrees program, which in the past were
passed on by the General Faculty.
RHODES
Cornmi ttee.

Not before they went to the Graduate

MERKX
Then, this thing of teaching for graduate
credit, that has been a department that is assigned to
te~ch what courses? I guess I would be much easier if
this were rewritten so it would say something to the
effect that the Graduate committee would recommend to the
Faculty on such matters as these.
DAVIS
THORSON

The Chair may interrupt.
Point of order.

MERKX
I want to support these kinds of questions
are raised in documents and, therefore, it's appropriate
to table.
DAVIS

The -- there is a motion to table, and

the motion to table is not debatable.
.

We have had the point of personal privilege to see
Of
t he
motion, and the intent is that it involved the tabling of
the total proposed action and remanding it to the -- and
lf it
. would be modified to pertain only to a part

transmittal to the Senate.
FACULTY MEMBER
was a motion to remand.

Mr. president, I understand tha t
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DAVIS

Moved totable and remand and transmit.

PROFESSOR COOPER
remand part.
DAVIS

I would like to speak to the

You wish to speak to the remand part?

COOPER
I have a minor point
Both Professor
Thorson and Rhodes have indicated that some of our
committees have gotten somewhat top-wieldy by having
heavy doses of administrators assigned.
In this particular case we have a committee of
twenty-four members, seven of whom are administrators.
That's twenty-nine percent, about a third.
I would urge that this be sharply reduced in the
remanding process.
DAVIS

Any other suggestion before -- to the

remand?
All in favor of the motion to table , please
signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
Motion is tabled.

Proceed.

THORSON
university committee on Human Subjects
has been under study for as long as it ' s been in existence,
and it probably will never come to fruition, because you
have to deal with at least seven levels of federal
bureaucracy to change it.
The Intramural and Recreation Board , we hope to
have a recommendation .
The Library committee, change in membership only.
The rationale
·
is found on page twenty.
I would like to commend professor George, who
actually accomplished this change last year.
DAVIS

Motion has been made and seconded

FACULTY MEMBER

seconded.

r.
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DAVIS
-- to accept the revisions pertaining to
the Library Corcunittee. Any discussion?
No discussion, all in favor of the motion, signify

by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
THORSON
The next - - I move that we abolish the
New Student Orientation committee. That has not met in
four years.
RHODES

Seconded.

DAVIS
Moved and seconded to abolish the New
Student Orientation Committee.
All in favor, "aye"; opposed.
Motion carried.
THORSON
Policy committee is already abolished.
The Policy Corcunittee has been abolished.
University Press committee, we wish to raise the
membership from nine to eleven faculty members.
RHODES
DAVIS

Seconded.
Been moved and seconded.

Discussion?

All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion carried.
THORSON
Move to abolish the Registration
Committee .
Its duties will be assumed in the new
Admissions and Registration committee.
RHODES
DAVIS

Seconded.
Moved and seconded.

Any discussion?

All in favor, signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
Motion carried.

..
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fall.

THORSON
Research Policy Committee, we changed last
We would like to add the Associate Comptroller

ex officio.
Seconded.

RHODES
DAVIS

Moved and seconded.

Discussion?

All in favor, say"aye": opposed.
Motion carried.
THORSON
On the Retirement and Insurance committee,
this is changed, by and large, by adding staff.
We feel that, and the committee has felt that it
was too narrowly defined, and the concerns of that
Committee, which are of major importance to various
factors iri the University, need more representations.
So the changes are there on page twenty-one.

I

move they be adopted.
RHODES

Seconded.

DAVIS

Discussion?

All in favor, signify by saying "aye": opposed.
Motion is carried.
THORSON

I move that we add the Associate Comptroller

fa~ Student Accounting services ex officio, for Scholarships,
~rizes, Loans, and High school Relations committee.

That

is on page twenty-one.
RHODES

Seconded.

DAVIS

Discussion?

All in favor of adding Associate comptroller for

~tudent Accounting Services, ex officio, signify by saying
aye",· opposed.
Motion is carried.
THORSON

Thank you, Mr. President.

..
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Postponement
DAVIS
In vie~~~: the lateness of the hour, and
of Report on
the fact that June ~ r has an hour-and-a-half report Affirmative
on Affirmative Action, she has requested that the report
Action Plan
be deferred until the next Faculty Meeting. If there is
no objection, the Chair will so order.
could we ask that it be included
FACULTY MEMBER
in the first three items of the agenda?
Yes, I will try to do that .

THORSON

Could I respond to that in more detail? The next
meeting ·, we . will be approving degrees and committees,
and I would like to have those two items, and the minutes.
So would four be okay? The others we hope are proforma.
DAVIS

Further business?

BAUGHMAN

Move we adjourn.

HAMILTON

Move we adjourn after everyone buys a

ticket.
DAVIS

Meeting adjourned.

Adjournment, 4:55 p.rn.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
secretary

-3-

nu lify the grade by the Professor or substit e the grade of
ere · t "CR 11 •
The final disposition of the
udent Grievance
shall est with the Student Standards an
rievance Committee."]
A motion to adopt as an amendment the 'stributed material was
followed by a
tion to table the entire
oposal until it could be
considered by the cademic Freedom and
nure Committee.
This latter motion
approved, as as a subsequent motion that the
Faculty constitute its f as a co ittee of the whole for further
discussion of the issue. Discu ion thereupon continued, relative to
the points raised by Profe
Baughman and others, and in response to
a request, President Davis
gested that the matter be discussed further
by the appropriate groups
mmittees prior to the next meeting where
it 'WOUld be placed high n
a enda.
Reverting from its s atus as a comm tee of the whole, the Faculty then
heard a statement
om Mr. Michael Ru , a student, on behalf of the
Students for a~ ce in Tenure Decision
which called for the establishment of a join student-faculty committee "to re-evaluate the tenure
system and
recommend the changes necessa
to the attainment of our
comroon goa
adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary
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(Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee Nominees)
ACADEMIC FREEDO

ND TE URE COMMITTEE NOMINEES
GOLDBERG
Associate rrofcssnr of Law
~.B., Trinity Cn]le~e; L.L.B., no~tnn C0llcnc
Came to UNM frnm f<1cul tv of University of North D ](otcl in ]
Special interest~: pov~rty law, anti-trust 1 ~, scl ct'vc
law

,TOSEPH

RICHARD A. ANDER~O

o=

Associate Profess0r
.l\rchi tecturc nnd director of the
Center for Environ~ental Research
B.s., Stanford; M.u.r., Universit of Nashincrton; Ph.D., Michigan
State University
Caree to UN1 in 1971 frn~ 1ichiqan State University
Alternate in 1974-75 0n the l\F&T C0mmittee
Special interests: urban siriulation and qaIT'inq, planninq education, urban deterioration and social chanae, land use planniM,
planning research ~ethods, reoional lannin~
PHILIP K. BOCK
Professor of Anthropolo~ .
A.B., Fresno State; , .A., Universit ,, of Chicaao; Ph.D., Harvard
University
Came to UNM in 1962 fro Harvard
Special interests: lanouaqe and culture; acculturation; applied
anthropolO<!Y~ peasant culture of North America
CHARLES K. COATES
Ass~ciat~ Profes?or.o~ Journalism
te
B,A,, Un1vers1tv of VJ.rq1n1a; ctraduate work at N.Y.U. Gradua
School of Busin~ss Administration; the University of ~pain editor,
Came to UNM in 1972 from New ,"Terse"' where he was a writer,
and prnducer of NEC news
J

LINDA~. CORDELL
Assistant Professor of Anthropolo~.'
.
n·
B.A., Georqe l·1 ashinoton Universit~,; M.A., University of orego'
Ph.D., Universitv of California (Santa Barbara)
h.
at ucsB
Came to UN! in 1971 from IJraduate study and teac .inc:r archeology,
Fields of special interest: comnuter simulations in
cultural ecolooy of subsistence ~ariculturalists
LINDA K. ESTES

Instructor in Physical Education; Director Cf women's
Athletics
B.S., M.A., Universitv of New 1exico
ue
Joined UN 1 facultv in. 1969; nreviously taught in Albmruerrr
Public Schools
·
5
Alternate meMber of AF&T Committee for semester !Id 1!:i-~portsi
S~ecial interests: tennis and other individual an
eC!uality of , omen in sports
DOUGLAS GEOR(;E
Assistant Professor of Art History
B.A., M.A., University of Minnesota
Came.to ~NM in 1966 from University of Minneso~a
Special interests: American studies and art history

7

rvic

RUSSELL B. GOODMAN
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
A.B. , University of Pennsylvaniai B.A., Jesus Colleqe, Ox ord,
Enqlandr Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University
Arrived at UNr1 in 1971
S ecial interests:
contemporary analytical phi lo o hy , perc n ion,
metaphysics, oriental philosophy, (President UNM ch pter of Al\UP)
HARRIS
Associate Professor of Educational Foundat'onr
D.A ., Radcliffe Colle"e; M.A., Ph.D., St~nford Univer itv
Arrived at UNM in 1968 from Stanford
Field o~ specialization: behavior modification
\ARY B.

KOENIG
Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Professor of P cholo
D.A ., Trinity College; M.S ,, Ph.D., Univ!rsity o ia hinnton
Came to UNM in 1965 from a visitinq appointment at tanford
University
Member of AF&T Committee 1972-74, alternate mem er, 1969-70
Fields of special intere~t: experimental psychothera Y and
behavior chan~e techniques
YJ\RL P.

LA.."IDERT H. KOOPMANS
Professor of Mathematics
A.B., San Diego State Colleqe; Ph.D., Universit
Berkeley
·
Arrived at UNM in 1958 as visitinq lecturer
1964 full-time
Area of specialization: statistics

of Cali

rni

t

NEOSHA A. MACKEY
Assistant Professor of Librarianship
B,A., M.L.S . Universitv of Oklahoma; M.B.A . in process at U
Arrived at UNM from qraduate study in 1 ?70
S ecial interests:
business and econo~ics
!ILLIAM S. PETERS

P f
d Administrative fciences
.
B
ro essor of Business an
University of Penn lvan
.A,, Dartmouth Colle~e; M.B. A., Ph.D.,
.
,
CcUne
t
the faculty of Arizona State Un1vers1t
Alt
o UNM in 1968 -Erom C
. ttee in 1974-75 and 1975-76
.
. ernate member of. AF&T ornmi
.
in the soci 1
F1~lds of special interest: statist1~a~ taxo~o: science
ciences, statistical controls in adrninistrativ
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,TOH?J r1. RHODES

Professor o~ PRvcholony and Neurolony
l\..A., r;lendale Citv Colle<:rc; n.l\.., UCL.l\; M.A., L('ls Anqe]cs Str1t
Collcq r Ph.D., Univcrsit~ of Southern Cnlifornjn
Arrived at UNM in 1964 froM UCL!\ Medical Center.
Fields f specialjzation: neurophysinloe1y and clinjcal psycholocr

JANET ROEBUCK
Associate Professor of History
n.A., Universit 0¥ Wales; Ph.D., University of London
Came to UNM froM po~tar.aduate study
MeMber of AF&T CnJYUnittee 1973-75 and currently servin~ as chairperson
Speci~l int~rcRts:
Rocial history of Britain, 19th and 20th
centurie~
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PROPOSED NEW STUDENT CONSTITUTION
The following five pages are on the table from the March meeting
of the Faculty. Also on the table is the amendment proposed by
Alan Wilson, the President of ASUNM and introduced by Vice President Lavender. The AF&TC intends to ll'Ove to take the ll'Otion
off the table and introduce the following amendments:
The Committee wishes to suggest a ll'Odification of 412 (c), b s d
on its practical experience with hearing panels. It feels such
panels should be small (two student and t\<JO faculty members
drawn by lot) and have an odd number of members (a hung jury
does not offer justice). Accordingly, it suggests that th four
members selected by lot should, before the hearing proceedings
commence, select a fifth member. That member may be drawn from
anywhere in the University corranunity, not necessarily from the
pool , but may not be drawn from outside the University community.
The additional member shall be a full, voting, member of th
hearing pane 1 •

373: In cases involving a student grievance against a faculty or staff
member, the Committee may recommend to the President appropri
redress of the grievance upon showing of clear and convincing
evidence that improper considerations were involved, and, in
addition , may refer the matter to the President of the University
for further action.
In addition to the explanatory remarks already given, the following
should be included:
~If a faculty member is involved, "further action" by th
President may range from vindication ~f the faculty membe~
to a decision on the part of the Presid~nt to pursue te~1nation proceedings as set forth in Section 8 of the Policy
on Academic Freedom and Tenure. In the case that the President should invoke some non-termination penalty, the faculty
member may have recourse to Section lS(a) of the Policy as
is the case at all times.]
Comment: This simple solution to the problem preserves the ~rimary
~unction of the committee on Academic Freedom and.Tenure , which
is to safeguard the academic freedom and tenure rights of faculty
memb~rs . rt does not require a bro~de~ing of.the scope of the
Co~ittee nor any changes in the existing Poli7Y • I~ compl7tely
avoids the difficulties that arise if the Committee ~s required
to serve first in the investigative role of_a gra~d J~ry and then
~o turn around and serve as the petit jury in delivering a
JUdg 7ment . Furthermore, this prodecu 7e preserv7s the :ole of the
President of the University as its chief executive officer.

.5C1.
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PROPOSED NEN S'l'UDENT CONSTITUTION

The followino is the portion of the new Student C0nstitution
which has alrcndy been ratified by the student body.

Since the

portion reproduced below has ramifications for the faculty and for
faculty con'mi ttccs, the Policy Cor.ni ttcc iz prcscntin0 it to the
faculty for nct.:i.on.

The numbered lines in the <locur.cnt

clrC

the

version passed by the students, and the bracketed portions arc
intcrrrctntionn ·which the Faculty Policy Car.uni ttce, after consultation ~ith Professor Cohen of the Academic Freedom anc Tenure
Comrnittce and Alnn Hilson, ASUNM president, believe should be
added to safe0uard facultv rights.

353.Section 3. Student Standards and ~rievancc Cor.nittee
~54.

A. Jurisdiction an~ Membership

355.

1. Jurisdiction

356.

(a)

The Student Stnndards and Grievance Cor..r.i ttee is a hcarir.r

1 · n,..,.
for disciplinary mutters concerning the student ccr..I!"luni ty {e):cept di scip lf~, ~
. t.10 n ~ r,c, r

matters subject to the iurisdict.:i.on of the Radio and Student rublicn

·

and the 0rievanccs of students against faculty or staff of the University ,
h

Casen rnay col':".e bc::ore the Commi ttce on the motion of any r.er.;bcr of t .c
cormunity.

·

·

Any !;tud0.nt ,-.ho feels that he hnn been unjustly d.inc.:t.rlJ.nc
1

other Cun1pus board or c0m111ittcc, including the Stucent Court, or by an
of the University, or who feels that he has been unjustly treated by a

Un. ,crs

-'

d b' ar..'

·

o ff iC .•
rncrnbc!

-9. rticlc IV. \.lUDICIJ\L DRl\NCII
3. Student St~ndards and r.ricvancc C0rnittce
Jurisdiction and Merbershir
Juri~diction -

(a)

-

continued

focul ty or staff, has the right to appeal to the Ccrlii t

an cvc;m division of the Committee shall be treated n

C

a 1

•

a de err.~ini'\ jc:-n

, that no discipline be ir..poscd or t1:a t no st1nction shc111 appl •.r ,
[The Student Stc1ndards nnd Grievcince Corri
e \} · 11
nornally hear no nricvancc unless the nrievinr ~tudcnt
has l:',nde c1. crood :aj th e!::ort to utilize dcnurtrcn a
and ccllc0c avenues o~ rencd, .
In rost cases his
would rcruirc that the studc~t carrv his co~ lain
o
the ap~ro~ri~tc chairran and cean before arpeali.r, 0
the Cor..Mi t tee. ]

n.

The CoT!'.r.1i ttee r..c.y aff irrr. or reverse disciplinary ac ion a

where the action has not yet been tal:cn, the Corri
her disciplinary action should be ta.:cn, and if so,

h

't tee T"?.'..' ' rdcr ap~roT"riate redresr; cf the cir5 cvnr.cc u.

e

f"I

ex

n

0.

!ihC' ··' ·

n

r

c

..

;\ _

c nvincina evidence that improper considerations were in clvcd, ,r~ ,
,. he -r , · 'n•l c1.· t c the ':uculty r.1ef"lber to the AcaC!er-1.c
1
'

or ci tc the stuff ncr.1bcr to the Prer; · den

rr
of.

c~~.0ri an d T cr.urc C 0:--r· .'
h

Unj rer~i

["In'"'roncr consic1craticns" r.hall be c0n~truec~ ar;
the iJnp~sition cf standards 0r reC"uirercn r; u or.
one or scvcrt1l students ,..rhich vary be1ond a c~c
Il'.inirnis level from those st2.ndards er re0uircrc. s
generallv stinulatcd by the professor for the particular ~curs~.
Generally practiced variations such
as different rcouirc~ents for 0raduatc and undergraduate stuccr.ts or differentiated topjcs for research assianrcnts shall not be considered as inproper.]
["l\ppropriute rcdrcss 11 shall be construed as
redress ,-~hich is specif icall~, addressed to the s udcnt
grievance and shall not rcnuire an, dcpar~urc. fr~ . the
standards of academic freedom which preva1.l . w1.t~1n
the Univcrsit'! ,rnd/or arc specified in the Facu~t '.
~,nclb00l:.
l\nv profc!.,sor \·: ho allc~cs thc'.\t c.i:i . fJn~ ng
orl::.he Stu<lcnt Stun<l.:irds and Grievance Cor.r.uttc !.S a
V~ol«tj on of his or her academic freedor sl:all have the
riqht to ct1rrv hjs coMplaint to the l\cn<lc~ic Freedom
«nd Tenure Comittce.
In such cases the burden of

c

er ac im

5D3
-10proof will rest with the conr>laininn professor.
Shoulc1 the l\cade~ic Frecdon and Tenure Cor.mittce
find in fav0r of the conr>lninnnt, the r.1<1tter will be
reMan~cd to the Student St~ndarc1s nnd Grievance
Cornnittcc f:or further considcrnticn in the liqht
of the findinCTS of the Acadcnic rrcc<lcr and Tenure
Car.mi ttcc.]
[In ratters involving grndin0, the Student
8tancards and Grievance Ccr.rittcc will not ~ubstitutc its iudncMcnt for that o~ the profcsscr and
will be linited to detcrninin0 whether irpropcr
consiccrat1.ons entered into the gracl i n0 proccsn.]
[In all cases where the presence of irprcpcr
~onsiderationn is allc0cd, the original burden of
proof shall fall upon the qrieving student.]
379. (b) A student is subject to disciplinnry measures by the Col'!'r.d.ttcc for
his on-ca~pus nctivi tics · only if it is shm·m that the student hr1.s acted i n n
wny which adversely affects the University's educational function or disrupts
cornmuni ty li vinCT on cam.pus.

The campus shall incl udc all Univcrsi ty-conncctec

sorority and fraternity houses.
384. (c) A student is not sub1cct to disciplinary ~easures b y the Co~~ittcc
for off-ca~1us activities except those directly related to the
educational function, and those which demonstrate the probahility thnt t he
student constitutes n physical danger to hinsclf or others on carpu~.
388. (d) In no ~ase shall a student be di.;cinlincd by the Cor.nittcc ":C"r
cxcrcisinq those con~titutional riahts included in the rir~t Arncnd~cnt.

In

-·

excrcisino such rinhts, no student shall clain, \·d thout authorizat~.cn, to

.

speal;: or act in the nar'c of the University or one of its stuc.cnt orcrani za

tions

392 • (e) In dctcrmininc::r whether to act in a particular case, the Corr.mi ttcc sha
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393, hrticlc IV.

JUDICIAL DRJU1CII

· ,ficction 3. Student Standarc!s and Grievance CoT:'.r.i

cc

Jurir.c1iction and r1cmbcrship

h,

Jurisdiction -

{e) - continued

... ~ clcr ,-.1hcthcr Poli.cc · or other official non-Uni vcr~i ty action .

een

~P

al: n

r i. lil:cly to be tal:cn a':lainst the ..s.tudcnt, and whether ..,uch non-t: n5.. ver!. · y

is likely to be etfcctive in deterring si~ilar conduct
he future.

the s uccn

In all cases, it shall be understood that the un·vcrs·

·~

function is educational and not penal.
402, 2. ~1embcrship
403, (a)The Student ·standards and Grievance Cor.,1'1ittec will con5i

culty ncr.1bcrs ano eighteen full-time student!., chosen .or

wo .l n

selected, nine faculty members and nine student
year terr.:s.)

of'

'gh c n

hall

Each case coming before the CoI"'.M · ttec wi

{O{

'j .

n

C

he

h

d L

composed of ~ix rnc~bcrs of the Cornrnittcc.
eiohteen faculty members will

e elected

by the Faculty Policy Comrnittcc.

J

he f cult

The ci~h ccn

tu<l r

fol o-· n
r. ~ er~

by ASUNM and six by GSA, as they norma lJ ch o cs uda
major University Cor.unittcc~.
41 2, (c) IIcarinc:r puncls wi 11 consist of six Mern crs of the CorrJi\ · t cc,

~nd three students, their names draun by lot

y the Dean of !;tu

the 'presence of two disinterested members of the fncul ty and of
interested students.

hr
n

wo

Ench panel will elect it5 chairperson fron anonn ·ts

Members may dis~ualify themselves,
<l1tc:iualif ied by the De.:m of students.

If challenged, a men er

a

A quorum of the panel ,-, ill consi t

and a ~ajority vote is required.
of Students will act as administrator of the Cor,m·
the hearings, keeping all necessary record~, nnd in~uring
1'h <ls

fol lo,-., the reouir.ccl rules of procedure.

l'lsibility,)

ee,
hat

he

(llc/r;he may dclcga tc this

505
-12'123, Artjcle IV.

,1'UDICIJ\L BPJ\NCII

424.Scction 3. Student f.tnndardn and Grievance Cor.unittee

4 2 5. D. Ru] cs r.ovc.rnin0 Procecc1inns bcf ore the Student Standards and r,ricvnnce
Connittec
426. 1. Procedurnl rulcn for the Committee shall be those published by t he ·
President for Stutlcnt and Campus Affairs in Au0ust of 1975.
428. 2, Chc1n~ci1 of procec1urctl rules for the Comr:1ittcc Must be aprrovcd b (;

resolutio11 of a majority of the Student Senate before implementation.
430.Section 4. Inferior Standards Doards
All actj_onn of boards inposing a<lninistrative sanctions on student s a~
subject to the appellate jurj sdiction of the Stuc1cnt Standnr<l5 and Gricvnncc
Cornmi ttcc.

All ntudcnts brought before such boards r:mst be informed c 4: thc:r

rights and the method of appeal.
435,Section S. Appeals Procedure
In all decisions rendered by a judicial body there shall be n ten (10)

.

·
·
t J.on
·
l
d ec1s1on.
· ·
s h a 11 receive
wri· t t en no t 1· f_1ca
o f. t1e

Upon

·1br. !.ssion o ~ a ·rl

1
!"
~~

appeal, the board hnvin~ appellate jurisdiction shall issue an auto~at ic ·
of disciplinary action until such appeal can be resolved, except in t he ca
of an i~peachrnent conviction.
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TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

.-

All Members of the Faculty
Alan Wilson, ASUNM President
New Student Constitution
•

1• •

In meetings held with Student Government Repr sentatives the
deletions and additions here-in were deemed necessary to provide
for an effective Student Standards and Grievance

COmmitte .

All

other suggested changes by the F.P.C. are acceptable to A . S . U • • .

Starting at page 33 the following is deleted and ins rt d

Skea±a-eke-Aeaaemie-F~eeaem-aRa-~efta~e-eeRUR ·
fave~-e~-eRe-eem~±aiRafte 7 -eke-maeee~-w~±±-aes~aaeAe-S~aftaa~ae-afta-6~ie¥aAee-eemmi eee-ie -ia

ae~R-~R-eke-±i~R~-ef-eke-iiRaiR~e-e~-~ke-Ae
aRa-~eRa~e-eeHUR~eeee.
In matters involving grading, the Student Standards and
Grievance Committee w~±±-fte~-et!Be~~ea~e-~~e-;aa em ft~e~-eke-p3!.fefeeee~-afta-wi±±-ae-±~~~ea-~-ae~e~ · ift - Wft

~m~~e~e~-eefte~ae~ae~Re-eRee~ea-iRee-eke-~faaiR -

ee

nullify the grade by the Professor or substitute the ~rade
credit "CR". The final disposition of the Student Grievance
shall rest with the student Standards and Grievance committee

507
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(From UNM Athletic Council Statement of Res!X)nsibility)

6. The Athletic Bireeeer-afta-hie-e~a~~-are Council is
expected to develop and use regularly a systematic method of
evaluating the teaching competence and ethical behavior of coaches
and staff and their ability to develop and maintain healthy interpersonal relationships with student athletes and staff in their
programs . · The Athletic Bireeee~ Council will report the results
of these evaluations regularly to the Athletic 9eYBei± Director.

-15To:
From :

The General Faculty, The University of New Mexi co
The Faculty Policy Committee

Suoject :

Rev isi on of Fa cul t y Standing Committees

The Faculty Policy Corrunittee has sporadi ca lly s tudied the standin ccxnmittc
of t he General Fa culty for about half a dozen years. Dur ing th ac d
t
yeo.r 197L~-1975, under the leadership of Profe s sor Vic t or Hegener a
deal of revisi on was uc c omplished . The Committee this year has ~o tinu _
the v.•ork, and this document r eprr s en ts t he semi- final report of he r vi · o .
~t i s presented to the Faculty for i ts approva l or r ejectior , in par or
1!l whole.
A few committees a r e still under s tudy , and we hop to pr o nt
recommendations concerr ing them to the 1ay meeting of the Faculty , ho gh
they may end up be ing carried over for act ion hy the Faculty Se at n xt
f~ll . I t is the belief of the cur rent ?olicy Comr.iitte , which ·s p r t
tne las t one, tha t we s hou l d try to wrap up this r evision prior o
rni
responsi bility to t he Fa cult y Senate. The J n· t , of c().lrO , c n undo or
redo the commi t t ee organiza ti on which i s here present d .
.11.cacte,aic
Freedom a nd Tenu re Commit t ee--No Chan ge
t

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
(See also pages l24B and 125 for "statement of Re

on ib li

")

The chief duties and function of the athletic council re t
late and maintain oeneral policies pertainin0 to 'ntercol eqi c
letics includinn but not limited to the fcllowin~:
(a) Medical c
c
of student athletes; (b) acader.iic ~unselin'"' of studen
thlctc •
(c) scheduling of athletic events ~d) athletic letter
nd a ar
In formulatincr ~olic,, the Athletic Counci
of the University of New Mexico shall ( a) rr.aintain a position in
favor of hiqh scholastic standards for intercollegiate athletic ;
(b) maintain the concept of. the intercollegiate athlete as n aratcu
competitor, a bonna fide student pursuing a degree pro~r ~.

The duties of the Athletic Council are further srecifica ll •.d
e :
(a) to transmit to the Faculty a report tc include infornat on ~n
awards, , grants-in~aid, employment qivcn to athletes (based on in~ r:ation compiled by the student Affairs Division), the athl 7tic b ud
,
nd other matters worthv of attention; (b) to annually rev e· 1
dch;dules for conformit~ to the Athletic Council polic o~ thee chel Ulina of athletic events. (c) to approve all recommend ti.on - r
etter.and other non-pecu~iary awards for inter~olleqi tc a~hlet!=
~o Pet~tion~ (d) to advise with the Administration ,-he1; a.~1.rcctor o
athletics, or an Athletic Coach is to be ern~lored or di
- sed; • (e) ~
bdvise With the Administration in the preparati?n.ot all thlet c .
":dgets: (f) to re~iew.annually the general policies
th! ~t~ l ~1c
(q \lncil and the "UNM Athletic Council Sta!e~ent. of Respo l h
to review the "stnff evaluation" specified in p ragr a p h 6
F M ~thl etj c Council Statement of Responsibilit ," on , '!e 125 . o
CUlty Handbook , an d rna k e a recommendation toh the Ad 1.n1 trat n c ncerni
ng the continued employment of each coac •

o,

•uk

I

Ir

.T
'

I•

I
I

-

'

Ii
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'

I
I

Athl etic Council (con't)
.. - --- The Athletic Council shall be cornposed of six faculty ~enbers, the
major ity of whoM should be tenured, includin<:; the chairperson, These
six members must be representative of at least four corlc ~cs, Facult ·
The tcr~s of
rnembe rs are to be appointed by the UNM Faculty Senate ,
offic c shCTll be for three years, set up on a sta0oered basis so that
He~bers r..ay be
the t cr:r:i.s of two rnembcr!1 will expire each year.
appoi nted for a second tcrrn. To provide for continuity within the
Counc il at least one member whose term is exnirinq should be reappoi ntec:f""for a second term. The remainino Counc i l rnerbership shall
be cornposed of: (1) three underaraduate student ~embers~ (2) one
The Director of
gradu ate student member; and (3) one a1Ul':1ni ne~ber,
Athle tics, the Director of WoMen's Intercollegiate Sports, and the
facul ty representative to the N.C.A,A, shall serve the Council in an
ex of ficio capacity.

I

I

I

Iii
I

11 1

'

II
i

!

,,

l
)

1

-

'!

Campus Planning Committee.

I

T he Campus Planning Committee functions in a recommending and consulting relati~-

~
with the Vice President for Businessand Finance, the Vice Pre~ident of ~s
1.,

.

d emic Affairs, and the Vice President for ·Student Affairs. In particular, the
f unctions of this Committee are: (a) to serve in an advisory capacity to the
university Architect with special reference to design esthetics and . ecol~gr_; (~~it o interview, as necessary, contract architects nominated by the Universitf Ar .
t ect and recommend those qualified for a particular assignment to the Pre:id~n~!ng
( c) to review and approve all proposals for revision of the Master Pl~n, inc ~d~nts
a ssignments of land use, and recommend any desirable changes to the ~ _!!es l . ( d) to review and approve proposed sites for buildings and all othe: s!ructu:1::
s ite adaptation and elevations of new buildings and additions to ~xisti~g bui affic
i ngs; plans for drainage and utility systems; landscaping plans, including.trthe
patterns, street and walkway designs; plans for parking and major cha~ges ~n the
d esign ancl assignment of parking lots. (The Committee is not respo~sible 0 :sponsi·
e stablishment of building priorities or budgets, these functions being the r
b ili ty of the Building Committee which is an administrative comrni ttee .)

'

II

i
!
.·

II

ti

,,

'I

I

!

•
C Eight faculty members, including chairperson, nominated by the Faculty Poll~~ficiO
mittee; one undergraduate student, and one graduate student; al:o ~hese ~i~ r
members: the chairperson of the Regent's Campus Planning and Bu1l~1ng ~ommA chi -

:l
:

"

l

an alternate], the three Vice Presidents identified above, the University r
... ect ~ and the Director of the Physics Plant Department .
"'

'

-. rI'

J,

d

:

I

p . 26.

Iii

I

1 · ned abo e.

Description ~f changes: Changes in the functions and duties are un er 1 ltY p0 1icf
T he changes 1n the membership include a chairperson nominated by the Fae~ k
Conuni ttee. Please compare with the present write-up in the Faculty Hand 00 1

i

1'

1

J

( ~ y -r,.. ,r. , f., Att • "• t;

•.

Ii
I

-ti.. As,"', ,f.

i

I

i

'

;I

Canipus Safety Co~~ittee

I

C ornpute r

•

1l

'

'

Use Co~ittee

(Abolished)
This Committee is still under study,
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Continuing Education Conunittee
(Change in membership only)
Nine faculty members, including chairperson, nominated by the Faculty Policy Committee; one student member; also these ex officio members: the Director of the
Division of Continuing Education and Commun·ty Services, the Dean of Admissions
and Records, the Vice President for Business and Finance, or their representati es.

Description of changes: Removed from ex-officio membership are the Assistant
Directors of the Division of Continuing Education and Community Services, the
Dean of Library Services, and the Vice President for Student and Campus Affairs.

')rogrrJlfl L,omrni tte e-- No Chan gt:

Curricula Conunittee

' ;ij'""'-1

(Change in membership only)
Thirteen faculty members, including chairperson, nominated by the Facul~y Pol~cy
Connnittee with four from each of the three following groups: (1) social s~ience,
business ~nd administrative sciences, law; (2) humanities~ fine arts, education;
(3) sciences and mathematics, engineering, pharmacy, nursing, and the School of
Medicine; and one from the Library Faculty; two undergraduate students, one graduate student; also the Registrar, ex officio.

Description of change:

Addition of Registrar, ex officio.

!ntrance and Credits C~mmittee
111e Admissions and Re~istration Corrnnittee makes recommendations to
the University Faculty for the establishment of policies and
regulations aovet·n1.·nQ admissions, student recruitment, new student
,·
Orientation ' ' reristration
the ~rading system, un i ver sity - wide d
'
·
·
f credits an
'
· transference
acndemic regulations
and va 1 i d ation
university-wide ~rad~ation requirements. Additionally, this
Committee monito;s the implementation of these policies ~n: 1r~~u- 1
lations. Throuoh subcommittees, the Committee rules on n v ua
cases involvinp,~falsification of records, P-rade changes, petitio~s
for waiver of ~niversity-wide graduation requirements and specia

°

admiss~ons.

'

- ·

511
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Entrance ann Credits Committee (con't)

(1-;.,.

{-,,,

.

{1•)

~ry;k~ (8) Faculty Members, including Chairperson, nominated by the
Policy Committee from at least four Coller,es or Schools; three (3)
student members appointed by student government; the Dean of
University College; the Dean of Admissions and Records, the Rep,istrar,
r,./11 ,,,. ; . , and three (3) Df!linS of Coller::es or Schools or their designated
,4,, •• .;l...j~f/;::;;;r,c,1t a. tivcs to be elect(:d by Cou11cil of Deaus--on~ to st!rvc a
. J
/three year term and two to serve two year tenns.)

-rt:...

A
1'11oc

s+'!J,,,,.,.
r

~r.,,u

General Hon or s Council--No

Change

Graduate Committee
PROPOSED FACULTY HANDBOOK STATEMENT ON GRADUATE COMMITTEE (COUNCIL)
The Graduate Council, conjointly with the Dean of the Graduate School,
coordinates graduate activities throughout the University, and establishes
and maintains all policies of the Graduate School, with the provision
that approval by the Faculty Senate is also required a) for the creation
or termination of a graduate degree program, or b) for any other action
which in the majority opinion of the Graduate Council requires Faculty
Senate a~pr?val. Among the matters sub~umed under the authority of the
Graduate Council are: admission to the Graduate School; graduate degree
requirements; evaluation of existing graduate degree programs; institutional planning regarding the Graduate School; new advanced degree programs
or significant alterations of existing programs; offerings for which
graduate credit is given; approval of faculty to teach for graduate
credit; financial aid for graduate students; recommendation of can~idates .
for advanced degrees and honorary degrees; service as an arbitration board JJl
academic disputes involving graduate students; consultation with the
President and Vice President for Research & Graduate Affairs when a
Graduate Dean is to be appointed.
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r.racu~te Cornroittec (con't)

L

The Dean of the Gr uduate School, chailp •rson ; si x m 11\l)( r fr >m
the College of Arts & Sciences, with t hn•e f1 m l h phy i · l
science, natural science, and mathcmalj sat a (biol gy,
t y,
communicative disorders,, geology, math emat.· cs and s a is
physics and astronomy, and psychology) and th c• from th soc i l
science and humanities area (anthropology , conomics , Engl.sh ,
history, journalism, linguistics, modern and cl ssica l 1 ngu ges ,
philosophy, political science, sociology, nd speech corrununic ion );
three members from the College of Education; two from he Co
ge
of Engineering; one from the College of Fine Arts ; one from
School of Architecture and Planning; one from Lhe And~ o n School
of Business & Administrative Sciences; one f om he m
nc
one from the School of Law; one from the Gcncrnl Lib ry ; wo
graduate student members; and six ex officio non - vo ting m •1nb s
(Director of the Los Al ~nos Graduate c:nt"-r7 Dir cto of he Sn
Fe Graduate Center; the Associate and Assislan
f he
Graduate School). Members of the Graduale Counc· , wi
he
exception of the chairperson, the student members , an
?fficio members, are selected by a mech n·sm s blish
Senate. The faculty
members are appoinlcd for
terms, and at least two-thirds of these mc1 er s mus
approval_:/

University ~ i t t e e on Human Subject~ --

Jntra~ural and Recreation Board --

------------ -- ·---------...

This C r,m'ttc
under stud.

This Committ
stud_, •

j

is

st' 1

Y

i 1

nd r

.!:.._ibrary Conunittee
(Change in membership only)
~we l~e facul~y members, including chairperso~,.nominate~ by the Facul~y Poli~y
Olllm1ttee, with 3 members each from 1) humanities and fine arts (English, philosophy, journalism modern &classical languages, American studies, art, Im.1sic,
theatre arts), 2) • social sciences and business &administrative sciences (anthro~logy, economics, geography, history, linguistics, political science, socio:ogy,
,f7ech, business and administrative sciences), and 2 members each from 3) sciences
~ 1 ology, chemistry, communicative disorders, geo~ogy, physics and astroncmy,
.
5
P Ychology), 4) engineering mathematics and architecture, 5) college of educa ion.
Aiso 2 undergraduate studen~s, 2 graduate students, and,~ officio, the Dean of
brary Services.

-2 0-
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Library Committee (con't)

The rationale for the above selection procedure was based upon statistics for th
various departments for numbers of faculty members, numbers of student credit ho r
and somewhat upon feelings for the need and use of the library of the various epartments. A weighting of these 2 sets of statistics may be obtained by noting t
figures for library circulation from last year: students, 169,146; faculty ard
staff, 12,806.
Fae.
S.C.H.
154
58,707
1) human, and fine arts
137
50,068
2) social sciences & B&AS
107
49,079
sciences
3)
106
31,582
4) engineering, math. & arch.
110
33,938
5) education

-~ -

,_

. ..

National and International Affairs Committee -- No Change
New Mexi c o Union Board -- No change . (The Faculty Policy committee is
planning to ask the Senate to study the
advisability of maintaining this Board as
a Faculty Committee.)
New Student Orientation Committee - - Abolish
Po licy Committee -- Already abolished

Unlver:.;.i.ty Press Committee-

Change on}.y by r t. · :;:iJ1g merd;,_rsnip fl' :n nine
eleven fac\ 1 ty 1:i rnb er::. o

0

Hegistruticn Cornmittee--Abolid1 , with the functi ..)1,:, being k,-1,;n ::m by t ne
L-X ')hllded Lntrance and CrP-ditv
ommit.1..ee .
Hesearch Allo a t ions Com.r.1ittee--No Change .

o: e.ircb PoLicyCorrunltt(' --:.l.rti~,d

changed , l,ut in a<.. J it.J. ·
.

l• ,,.;sociu L ~

C

0111· ,t1·u

i

.

... z:r lic:·

t.

.

•r-i.c < ~11.r . · , :

•1:

•_;i

c:!/'!.''

,... <

~~
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Retirement and Insurance Committee.
The Retirement and Insurance Committee shall review the retirement and insuranc
plans available to UNM faculty and staff and shall recommend additions or chang s
to improve retirement and insurance benefits.
Eight faculty members, including chairperson, nominated by the Faculty Policy
Committee; of the eight faculty members, at least one from the Law School, at 1 a
one from the Medical School, and at least one from the Economics Departmen or fro
the School of Business and Administrative Sciences; one staff member; one cleric l
staff member; also these ex-officio members: the Vice President for Business and
Finance~nd the Assistant Director of Personnel Services.

/ilt As,10,: ..~ C..yt,.I',., lo, /•J',-1~

~tu ent ~ Fublicatio11s Board-- No Change

tudent ltaclio I3oard --No Change
Student Standards Committee--See l t em ~ on ag ndn · hovo.
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II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

To:

All Members of

April 23, 1976

lty

FROM:

su s1Ecr:

Special

Article I, Sec. S(c) of the Faculty Constitution states that special
meetings shall be called .by the presiding officer "whenever a request
in writing is made by no fewer than five percent of the Voting Faculty
on active duty at the beginning of the academic year . • . • "
Such a meeting has been requested by the following petitioners as the
result of the conununication (see reverse side) circulated by
Byron D. Dieterle, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy.
President Davis is therefore convening a special meeting on Tuesday,
May 4, at 4:30 £.ID. in the Kiva. As you will note, the purpose of
the meeting is to discuss and consider proposals related to the
operation of the radiation safety system at UNM.

J, Abrams (Med.)

H. Sc Ahluwalia (Phys.& Ast.)
H, A. Atterbom (HPE'R)
C. L. Beckel (Phys.& Ast.)
L. M. Bloom (Eng l.)
D. G. Brodkey (El. Ed.)
M· Casali s ( Phi 1. )
C. Chandler (Phys.& Ast.)
A• Church (Econ.)
P. M. Cohen (F. A.Libr.)
E • F • Collins , Jr • ( B&AS )
B. M. Cummins ( Psychiatry)
c. Dean (Phys. & Ast.)
J • deKeyser (Mus.)
B. D. Dieterle ( Phys. & Pst.)
D. W• Dubois (Ma th.)
M. Eaves (Engl.)
B. Epstein (Ma th.)
J. D. Finley IT( ( Phys. &/l st.)
D. H• Gordon ( Geop: .)
J. B. Grainger (Commun. Dis.)
R • Griego (Math. )
·
K. Hinterbichler (Mus.)
G, Hirshfield (Sec. Ed.)
R. W• Holder (Chem.)
J, L. Howarth (Phys.& Ast.)
D. s. King (Phys. & Ast.)

A.
J.
W.
A.
L.
D.

L. Kisch (Med.)
L. Kopp (Engl.)
T. Kyner (Math.)
Hudson (Ling.)
A. Lamphere ( Pnthro.)
W. Lange (El. Ed.)
c. P. Leavitt (Phys. & Ast.)
J. v. Lewi s (Math.)
P. Pa l mer (Nursing)
s. s . Park (Home Econ.)
P. K, Pathak (Mat h .)
s. K. Perls (Psychiatry )
W. S. Peters (B&AS)
P.A. Peterson ( Art Ed.)
R. J. Radloff (Microbiol. )
w. E , Rho ads (Mus. )
G. M. Ruos s (Ge n. Lib. )
P. F . Schmi dt ( Ph i l .)
M. Schoen re ld (M
(us . ) )
G. F . Schuol er Phl l.
A. Ster,er (Math .)
c. Stout (Anthro .)
F. G. Sturm ( Phi 1. )
D. B. Swi nson (Phys. & As t, )
D. w. Wo lfe ( Phys. & As t.)
M, Zei l ik 1T (Physc & Pst.)

